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We consider the problem of online allocation (matching, budgeted allocations, and assortments) of reusable

resources where an adversarial sequence of resource requests is revealed over time and allocated resources are

used/rented for a stochastic duration, drawn independently from known resource usage distributions. This

problem is a fundamental generalization of well studied models in online resource allocation and assortment

optimization. Previously, it was known that the greedy algorithm that simply makes the best decision for

each arriving request is 0.5 competitive against clairvoyant benchmark that knows the entire sequence of

requests in advance (Gong et al. (2021)). We give a new algorithm that is (1−1/e) competitive for arbitrary

usage distributions and large resource capacities. This is the best possible guarantee for the problem.

Designing the optimal online policy for allocating reusable resources requires a reevaluation of the key

trade off between conserving resources for future requests and being greedy. Resources that are currently

in use may return “soon” but the time of return and types of future requests are both uncertain. At the

heart of our algorithms is a new quantity that factors in the potential of reusability for each resource by

(computationally) creating an asymmetry between identical units of the resource. We establish a performance

guarantee for our algorithms by constructing a feasible solution to a novel LP free system of constraints. More

generally, these ideas lead to a principled approach for integrating stochastic and combinatorial elements

(such as reusability, customer choice, and budgeted allocations) in online resource allocation problems.

Key words : Online resource allocation, Reusable resources, LP free analysis, Optimal competitive ratio

1. Introduction

The problem of online bipartite matching introduced by Karp et al. (1990), and its various gen-

eralizations such as the problem of online assortment optimization (Golrezaei et al. 2014), online

budgeted allocations or AdWords (Mehta et al. 2007) and others (see Mehta et al. (2013)), have

played an important role in shaping the theory and practice of resource allocation in dynamic

environments. Driven by applications such as internet advertising, personalized recommendations,

crowdsourcing etc., there is a wealth of work focused on understanding algorithms for online allo-

cation of resources that can only be used once. Emerging applications in sharing economies, data
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centers, and make-to-order services, has prompted a surge of interest in understanding online

resource allocation when resources are reusable, i.e., each unit of a resource may be used multiple

times (Dickerson et al. 2018, Rusmevichientong et al. 2020, Gong et al. 2021).

Online Matching of Reusable Resources: We start with a fundamental model where we

match reusable resources to sequentially arriving demand. Consider a bipartite graph G= (I,T,E),

one side of which is a set of resources i ∈ I with inventory/capacity {ci}i∈I . Vertices t ∈ T arrive

sequentially at times {a(t)}t∈T . When vertex t arrives, we see the edges incident on t and must

make an irrevocable decision to match t to at most one resource with available capacity, without

any knowledge about future arrivals (could be set by an adversary). If we match t to resource i,

one unit of the resource is used by arrival t for a random duration dit drawn independently from

distribution Fi. At time a(t) +dit, this unit comes back to the system and is immediately available

for a re-match. While distributions Fi are known a priori, the exact duration of any use is revealed

to us only upon return. A match between t and i earns reward ri (later, we allow rewards to be an

arbitrary function of the random usage duration). With the goal of maximizing the expected total

reward, we seek online algorithms that compete well against an optimal clairvoyant benchmark on

every arrival sequence. The clairvoyant knows the entire arrival sequence in advance and it matches

arrivals in order, observing the realizations of usage durations only when resources return1 (same

as an online algorithm). Formally, let G = (G,{ci, ri,Fi}i∈I ,{a(t)}t∈T ) denote a problem instance

and let ALG(G) and OPT(G) denote the expected reward of an online algorithm ALG and the

clairvoyant respectively.

Competitive ratio of ALG: min
G

ALG(G)

OPT(G)
.

This model generalizes classic online matching with non-reusable resources (Karp et al. 1990,

Aggarwal et al. 2011), which corresponds to the setting where usage durations are ≥ a(T ) (time of

last arrival), with probability 1.

Borrowing an example application from Gong et al. (2021), consider modern cloud platforms

such as Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud, and Microsoft Azure. Among other services these

platforms commonly support large scale data storage, a service that is widely used by online video

platforms such as YouTube and Netflix. Given the large scale of these networks and huge volume

of data, a given data file is stored in a subset servers that are part of the cloud. Thus, a typical

user request for data can only be sent to the subset of servers with the required data. Additionally,

each server can concurrently serve only a limited number of requests while meeting the stringent

1 In Appendix H.1, we show that the stronger offline benchmark which also knows realizations of usage durations in
advance does not admit a non-trivial competitive ratio guarantee. We also show that clairvoyant is equivalent to a
natural offline LP benchmark in the settings of interest here.
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low latency requirements on such platforms. The online matching model described above captures

this setting, with servers in the cloud modeled as reusable resources. The capacity of a server is

the maximum number of requests that it can simultaneously serve. Interestingly, several recent

works in the queuing theory study a similar setting with the objective of latency minimization on

a bipartite network, for instance Weng et al. (2020), Cruise et al. (2020). Our model ignores the

queuing aspect and provides a complementary perspective from the point of view of maximizing

the number of successful matches in a loss system (where the latency of accepted jobs is zero).

A common feature in many applications, cloud computing in particular, is large resource capacity

(recall that capacity of a server is the number of requests it can handle simultaneously). Conse-

quently, we focus on understanding reusability in the large capacity/inventory regime i.e., we seek

algorithms that attain the best possible competitive ratio guarantee as ci→+∞ for every i ∈ I.

The large inventory assumption is prominent in a variety of online resource allocation problems.

This includes the seminal AdWords problem (Mehta et al. 2007), where this is called the small

bids assumption, and settings such as display advertising (Feldman et al. 2009a), online assortment

optimization (Golrezaei et al. 2014), online order fulfillment (Andrews et al. 2019), two-sided online

assortment (Aouad and Saban 2020) and many others (Mehta et al. 2013).

We design algorithms that are (1−1/e) competitive for online matching of reusable resources

in the large inventory regime. This is the best possible guarantee even in the special case of

non-reusable resources. In fact, we obtain this guarantee in the following more general model.

Online Assortment Optimization with Multi-unit Demand: In this setting, we do not

directly match arrivals but instead offer a set of available resources (an assortment) to each arriving

customer. Customer t ∈ T , probabilistically chooses at most one resource from the set according

to a choice model φt : 2I × I→ [0,1], where φt(S, i) is the probability that resource i is chosen from

assortment S. We consider a multi-unit demand setting where customer t is interested in up to

bit ≥ 0 units of resource i ∈ I. If t chooses i from the offered assortment and yi(t) units of i are

available, then t takes min{yi(t), bit} units of i, generating a reward ri min{yi(t), bit}. The choice

model φt and unit requirements (bit)i∈I are revealed on arrival of t. Different units of i allocated

to a given customer may all be used for the same random duration d ∼ Fi, or each unit for an

independently drawn random duration (with distribution Fi).

The setting generalizes two important models from online allocation of non-reusable resources:

(i) Online assortment optimization (Golrezaei et al. 2014), where bit ∈ {0,1} for every i ∈ I, t ∈ T ,

and (ii) Online budgeted allocation (Mehta et al. 2007), where values bit can be arbitrary but choice

is deterministic (as in online matching).
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From here onward, unless explicitly stated otherwise, all results described are in the large inven-

tory regime. For the sake of simplicity, we describe the main ideas in the online matching model

and later discuss generalizations to budgeted allocation and assortment.

Prior work: Gong et al. (2021) showed that the greedy algorithm, which matches each arrival

to available resource with highest reward, is 0.5 competitive i.e., on every arrival sequence greedy

has expected total reward that is at least half the expected reward of clairvoyant. The result holds

for arbitrary usage distributions and starting inventory. The main algorithm design question in

online resource allocation is to find algorithms that outperform greedy. Prior to our work, no result

beating the 0.5 competitive guarantee of greedy was known for our setting, even for commonly

used usage distributions.

For the special case of non-reusable resources, algorithms with a stronger guarantee of (1− 1/e)

were known. This is the best possible guarantee and remarkably, it is achieved by a simple and

scalable algorithm that incorporates the fraction of remaining inventory of resources in allocation

decisions (Mehta et al. 2007, Golrezaei et al. 2014). Formally, this algorithm, often called Inventory

Balancing or simply Balance, tracks the remaining capacity yi(t) of each resource and matches an

arrival t with edge set St as follows,

Balance: Match t to arg max
i∈St

ri

(
1− g

(
yi(t)

ci

))
,

where g(x) is a decreasing function. Choosing g(x) = e−x leads to a guarantee of (1−1/e). For non-

reusable resources, this algorithm optimally navigates the trade-off between protecting resources

that are running low on inventory and maximizing revenue from each allocation. In general,

reusability requires a reevaluation of this trade off as resources that are currently in use may

return “soon” (and not require conservation), but the time of return and future arrivals are both

uncertain.

In concurrent work, Feng et al. (2019, 2021) showed that Balance continues to be (1 − 1/e)

competitive for deterministic usage durations. However, under uncertainty in usage (even special

cases such as two-point or exponential usage distributions), the best known guarantee for Balance

is (1− 1/e)2 ≈ 0.4. We show that the case of deterministic usage durations is quite special and in

general, Balance has competitive ratio strictly worse than (1− 1/e). There is a wealth of related

work on reusability in stochastic arrival models that we discuss in Section 1.2.
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1.1. Our Contributions

To address reusability in online resource allocation problems we propose both new algorithms and

a new scheme of analysis. We start with a discussion of our algorithmic ideas and present our main

results. This is followed by a brief description of the technical ideas. Appendix A substantiates

these discussions with examples.

Algorithmic Ideas. Our first algorithmic ingredient is a new quantity that factors in the

potential of reusability for each resource by (computationally) creating an asymmetry between

identical units of the resource. For resource i∈ I, consider an arbitrary ordering over its ci units. Let

indices k ∈ [ci] denote the ordering, with index k= ci representing the highest ranked unit. When a

customer is matched to i we treat this as a match with the highest ranked available unit of i. This

unit is then unavailable until the customer returns the resource. Over time, higher ranked units

get matched more often and this induces a difference between units that are otherwise identical.

Formally, let zi(t) denote the highest available unit of resource i∈ I upon arrival of t∈ T and let St

denote the set of available resources with an edge to t. Then our algorithm, Rank Based Allocation

(RBA), matches t to

RBA: arg max
i∈St

ri

(
1− g

(
zi(t)

ci

))
.

It turns out that choosing g(x) = e−x gives the best guarantee. We refer to ri

(
1− g

(
zi(t)

ci

))
as

the reduced price for resource i ∈ I at t. Observe that RBA is a greedy algorithm on reduced

prices. Examples A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A demonstrate how the reduced prices in RBA capture

the “effective” inventory of each resource. This includes the units that are available and units

that in use but return “soon” (at unknown time). Remarkably, RBA captures this despite being

completely oblivious to usage distributions. We establish the following guarantee for RBA.

Theorem (Informal). RBA is (1− 1/e) competitive for online matching with reusable resources

when (roughly speaking) usage distributions have an increasing failure/hazard rate (IFR). This is

the best possible guarantee.

A formal statement of the theorem is deferred to Section 5. In contrast, we establish the following

negative result for Balance.

Theorem (Informal). For online matching of reusable resources, there exists an instance with just

two resources where Balance has competitive ratio less than 0.626 (< (1− 1/e)).

See Lemma A1 in Appendix A for a formal statement and proof. Despite the simplicity of RBA,

analyzing its performance is quite challenging. A major reason is that RBA is adaptive. While

any online algorithm adapts to sequentially revealed instance by definition, we say that an online

algorithm is adaptive when its decisions depend on the realizations of random usage durations2. In

2 Our use of this term follows Dean et al. (2005), Mehta and Panigrahi (2012), Mehta et al. (2015).
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RBA, the quantities zi(t) are random variables that depend on usage durations of matches prior to

t. In fact, varying a single past duration can sometimes change the value of zi(t) from ci to 0. Note

that adaptivity presents a challenge in evaluating the performance of Balance as well, though the

remaining capacity yi(t) is more stable to small variations on the sample path. For online matching

we can control some of these stochastic dependencies and show that RBA is (1−1/e) competitive

for a broad class of usage distributions.

With the interpretation of RBA as a greedy algorithm on reduced prices, the algorithm extends

quite naturally to the setting of online assortments with multi-unit demand (see Section 5.2).

However, in analyzing RBA in these more general models we find that the stochastic element of

reusability interacts with aspects of budgeted allocations or customer choice in non-trivial ways,

causing a failure of the structures that enable the analysis of RBA for online matching.

To address these challenges, we consider non-adaptive algorithms that are not directly influenced

by the vagaries of stochastic parts of the problem (and therefore, easier to analyze). Our second

algorithm uses RBA as a kernel and wraps it in a non-adaptive framework. The final algorithm

is not as simple as RBA, nor oblivious to usage distributions, but it address the difficulties with

analyzing RBA in a crisp and unified way. We introduce our non-adaptive algorithm for online

matching in Section 3. Appendix E presents the generalization to assortment with multi-unit

demand.

Let cmin = mini∈I ci and γ = min(i,t)∈E
ci
bit

. In the large inventory regime, we have cmin and γ →

+∞. We show the following guarantees for arbitrary usage distributions.

Theorem 1. For online matching of reusable resources and arbitrary usage distributions, the

non-adaptive algorithm Sample G-ALG is (1− 1/e− δ) competitive with δ = O
(√

log cmin
cmin

)
. For

cmin→+∞, the guarantee approaches (1− 1/e) and this is the best possible asymptotic guarantee.

Theorem 2 (Generalization). For online assortment with multi-unit demand and arbitrary usage

distributions, algorithm Sample Assort G-ALG is (1− 1/e− δ) competitive with δ =O
(√

logγ
γ

)
.

For γ→+∞, the guarantee approaches (1−1/e) and this is the best possible asymptotic guarantee.

Remarks: While we focus on showing guarantees against clairvoyant, our results hold against

a natural LP benchmark. In fact, we show that the two benchmarks are equivalent in the large

inventory regime (see Appendix H.3).

Our results also hold when rewards depend on duration of usage. In fact, for resource i ∈ I the

per-unit reward can be an any function ri(d) of the usage duration d, provided the expectation

ri =Ed∼Fi [ri(d)] is finite. Algorithmically, it suffices to consider just the expected reward ri in this

more general setting (see Appendix H.4).
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Since the appearance of this work, the idea of creating asymmetry between identical units of the

same resource has also found an application in a setting of online assortment optimization with

exogenous replenishment of inventory (Feng et al. 2021).

Technical Ideas. The primal dual technique of Buchbinder et al. (2007) and Devanur et al.

(2013), commonly used to analyze algorithms for online resource allocation, converts the problem

of finding a lower bound on the competitive ratio of an algorithm to that of finding a feasible

solution for a linear system. As we demonstrate in Appendix A, the standard primal-dual approach

is insufficient for analyzing algorithms in case of reusable resources due to a mix of combinatorial

and stochastic elements. Remarkably, this is true even with fluid version of reusability where if

a unit of some resource i with usage distribution Fi is matched at time τ , then exactly Fi(d)

fraction of this unit returns by time τ +d, for every d≥ 0. The only exception is the case of purely

deterministic usage durations which, it turns out, is extremely special (see Appendix A). Given

the challenges with using classic primal-dual approach, we take a novel approach by developing a

certificate of optimality that is LP free i.e., not based on LP duality.

LP free certificate: We propose a system of linear inequalities such that proving feasibility of the

system certifies competitiveness of the online algorithm that is being analyzed. The inequalities

in our system depend directly on the actions of clairvoyant and can be loosely interpreted as a

convex combination of the dual constraints of a natural LP. However, the weights in the convex

combination depend on the allocation decisions of clairvoyant and randomness in usage durations.

Section 2 presents this generalized certificate. Overall, our LP free linear system is easier to satisfy

than the dual of a natrual LP for the problem. This allows us to prove competitive ratio results

that cannot be proven using the classic primal-dual approach.

To use the LP free certificate and prove performance guarantees, we require several technical

ideas and structural properties that are discussed in more detail later on.

Our LP free analysis framework has influenced subsequent work beyond the settings considered

in this paper. Aouad and Saban (2020) consider a novel two-sided online assortment problem where

the offline side randomly chooses from the set of allocated arrivals. They devise a decomposition

based analysis approach inspired by our LP free certificate in Section 2 (see discussion of Theorem

3 in Aouad and Saban (2020)). More recently, Udwani (2021a) employed the LP free framework to

prove performance guarantee in a deterministic setting where standard primal-dual approach fails.

1.2. Related Work

The literature on online resource allocation is vast. We review closely related settings here and

defer to Mehta et al. (2013) for a more detailed discussion. Let us start with non-reusable resources
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and arguably the most classical setting: online bipartite matching. The seminal work of Karp et al.

(1990), showed that matching arrivals based on a random ranking over all resources gives the best

possible competitive guarantee of (1− 1/e). The analysis was clarified and considerably simpli-

fied in Birnbaum and Mathieu (2008), Devanur et al. (2013), Goel and Mehta (2008). Aggarwal

et al. (2011), proposed the Perturbed Greedy algorithm that is (1− 1/e) competitive for vertex

weighted matching. These results hold for arbitrary starting capacities. Mehta et al. (2007) consid-

ered the case of budgeted allocations. Inspired by ideas from load balancing and online b-matching

(Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs (2000)), they proposed the seminal (1−1/e) algorithm for AdWords

(budgeted allocations with large budget to bid ratio for every resource). There is also a rich body

of literature on online matching in stochastic arrival models (for example, Goel and Mehta (2008),

Feldman et al. (2009b), Devanur and Hayes (2009), Karande et al. (2011), Manshadi et al. (2012),

Alaei et al. (2012), Devanur et al. (2019)).

Moving to settings which consider stochasticity in the form of customer choice, Golrezaei et al.

(2014) consider the online assortment problem with fixed capacities for the case of non-reusable

resources. They generalize the Inventory Balance (IB) algorithm of Mehta et al. (2007) and show

that it is (1− 1/e)-competitive for adversarial arrivals in the large inventory regime. For general

inventory they show that IB is 1/2-competitive (same as greedy). Without the large inventory

assumption, there is in general no result beating the greedy algorithm. Earlier, Mehta and Panigrahi

(2012) introduced the problem of online matching with stochastic rewards, a special case of online

assortment optimization. Beating greedy appears to be non-trivial even in this setting and partial

progress has been made in Mehta and Panigrahi (2012), Mehta et al. (2015), Goyal and Udwani

(2020), Huang and Zhang (2020). We refer the reader to Golrezaei et al. (2014), Gong et al. (2021)

for a more detailed review of online allocation with choice.

When resources are reusable and arrivals are adversarial (the setting we consider), we recall

that Gong et al. (2021) showed a 0.5 competitive result for greedy. For large inventory, Feng et al.

(2019, 2021) showed that Balance is (1− 1/e)2 ≈ 0.4 competitive in general and (1− 1/e) compet-

itive for deterministic usage durations. Prior to these works, Dickerson et al. (2018) considered a

setting where resources are reusable and arrivals are non-adversarial and come from a known non-

stationary distribution. They gave 1/2-competitive simulation and LP based approach for online

matching with reusable resources. Concurrently, Rusmevichientong et al. (2020) considered the

setting of dynamic assortment optimization with reusable resources and non-stationary (known)

arrival distribution. Comparing against the optimal DP for this problem (which, unlike clairvoy-

ant, does not know future arrivals) they gave a 1/2-approximation based on approximate dynamic

programming. Recently, Feng et al. (2019) and Baek and Ma (2019), proposed different algorithms

that are 1/2-competitive against LP (and clairvoyant) benchmarks. Even more recently, Feng et al.
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(2020) closed this gap in the large inventory regime by giving a near optimal algorithm for known

arrival distributions. We note that they independently and concurrently developed a randomized

version of our probability matching subroutine (Algorithm 3) in a setting with stochastic arrivals

(see sub-assortment sampling in Feng et al. (2020)). This demonstrates the broader utility of Algo-

rithm 3 in online assortment optimization.

Note that in contrast to the case of adversarial arrivals, the 1/2 approximation and competitive

ratio results for stochastic arrivals mentioned above hold even for arrival dependent usage distri-

butions Fit(·). For adversarial arrivals, Gong et al. (2021) showed that no non-trivial competitive

ratio result is possible when the usage distributions depend on arrivals. Indeed, we find that this

hardness holds even for the special case of deterministic arrival dependent usage durations (see

Appendix H.5).

Finally, the dynamics induced by reusability bears some resemblances with the stochastic online

scheduling problem Megow et al. (2006) and online load balancing problems Azar et al. (1993,

1994). While the settings and objectives in these problems differ substantially from online matching

with reusability, it may be an interesting connection to explore in future work.

1.3. Outline

For a clear exposition of the central ideas, we focus on results for online matching and include details

for the other settings in Appendix E. Section 2 presents the generalized certificate for proving

competitive ratio guarantees. Section 3 introduces our non-adaptive algorithm for online matching

and establishes Theorem 1. In Section 4, we discuss the main new ingredient that is essential

for generalizing our result to online assortments with multi-unit demand. Section 5 presents the

results for RBA along with the additional ideas required for analyzing this algorithm. In Section

6, we discuss the challenges in small inventory regime and draw a novel connection with a well

studied setting in online matching. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the results and discusses future

directions.

2. Generalized Certificate of Optimality

Inspired by the classical primal-dual analysis, we formulate a system of linear constraints such

that finding a feasible solution to the system establishes a lower bound on the competitive ratio.

In primal-dual analysis, this linear system is given by the feasibility conditions in the dual and

therefore, depends only on the natural problem parameters: the graph, starting capacity, usage

distributions and per unit revenues. In a departure from this approach we work with a linear system

that depends directly on the actions of the clairvoyant algorithm that we are comparing against.
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This results in a set of conditions that are weaker, i.e., easier to satisfy. A specialized version of

this framework was introduced in Goyal and Udwani (2020).

We start with some notation that will be used frequently. In any given context, we use ALG to

denote both, the online algorithm under consideration and its the expected total reward. Similarly,

OPT refers to the clairvoyant and its expected reward. Let OPTi denote the expected reward

generated from matching resource i in OPT. We generate a sample path ω for OPT as follows:

For every unit k ∈ [ci] of every resource i ∈ I, construct a long list (say T entries) of independent

samples from distribution Fi. When a unit is matched, we draw the first unused sample from the

corresponding list of samples. This collection of lists and samples uniquely determines a sample

path ω. The matching output by OPT is a function of the sample path ω and we denote the

set of arrivals matched to resource i on sample path ω using O(ω, i). In the more general case of

assortments, ω also includes randomness due to customer choice. To simplify the discussion and

w.l.o.g., we let clairvoyant (OPT) be a deterministic algorithm (see Appendix H.2), so that ω

captures all the randomness in OPT. We use ν to refer to the sample path over usage durations in

the online algorithm under consideration. Let Eω,ν [] denote the expectation over the randomness

in sample paths ω and ν.

The variables defining our linear system are non-negative quantities λt(ω,ν) and θi, for every

arrival t ∈ T , sample paths ω and ν, and resources i ∈ I. For online matching it suffices to limit

attention to variables {θi}i∈I and,

λt =Eω,ν [λt(ω,ν)], ∀t∈ T.

The first constraint in our system is simply,

∑
i

θi +
∑
t

λt ≤ β ·ALG, (1)

where β ≥ 0. The remaining set of constraints are characterized by a collection P (ω,ν) =

{P1(ω,ν), . . . , P|I|(ω,ν)} of |I| disjoint subsets of the set of arrivals T , such that on all sample paths

ω and ν, the union ∪i∈IPi(ω,ν) includes the set of all arrivals matched by OPT on ω. Given such

a collection the remaining constraints are,

θi +Eω,ν
[ ∑
t∈Pi(ω,ν)

λt(ω,ν)
]
≥ αiriEω

[ ∑
t∈Pi(ω,ν)

1
]
∀i∈ I, (2)

where αi ≥ 0 for every i∈ I. For the analysis of online matching it suffices to consider,

Pi(ω,ν) =O(ω, i) ∀i,
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i.e., for every resource i ∈ I, Pi(ω,ν) is the set of all arrivals where OPT matches resource i on

sample path ω. Since OPT matches each arrival to at most one resource, the above definition

satisfies the criteria for sets Pi. For this choice of sets Pi(ω,ν), recalling that OPTi denotes the

expected reward generated from matching resource i in OPT, we express constraints (2) more

simply as

θi +Eω,ν
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt(ω,ν)
]
≥ αiOPTi ∀i∈ I. (3)

These constraints depend directly on the actions of OPT. In the more general case of online

assortments, recall that ω also includes the randomness due to customer choice. We let O(ω, i) be

the set of arrivals that choose i on sample path ω. Every arrival chooses at most one resource so

sets Pi(ω,ν) :=O(ω, i) are disjoint for i∈ I.

To interpret the overall system, one may think of the LHS in (3) as the pseudo-reward of ALG for

resource i. The conditions require that for each resource, the pseudo-reward of ALG is comparable

to the true reward of OPT. Condition (1) imposes that the sum of pseudo-rewards over all resources

is no more than a β factor of the total (true) reward in ALG. The following lemma states that

these conditions are sufficient to certify approximate optimality. See Appendix C for a proof.

Lemma 3. Given an online algorithm ALG, non-negative values {λt(ω,ν)}t,ω,ν and {θi}i such

that conditions (1) and (2) (or (1) and special case (3)) hold, we have

ALG≥ mini∈I αi
β

OPT.

Tightness of LP-free certificate: It can be verified that any feasible solution to the dual of

the natural LP for reusable resources, provides a feasible solution to the linear system given by

(1) and (3), but not vice-versa. In Appendix C.1, we demonstrate the tightness of our LP free

certificate for a simplified setting. Specifically, we show that the converse of Lemma 3 is true i.e.,

if ALG≥ mini∈I αi
β

OPT, then there exists a feasible solution to the linear system. In other words,

ALG is
mini∈I αi

β
competitive if and only if our linear system is feasible. Since the primal LP is

a relaxation of the offline problem, in general, this (stronger) statement is not true for standard

primal-dual.

3. Optimal Algorithm for Arbitrary Usage Distributions

In Section 1.1, we introduced the Ranking Based Allocation algorithm (RBA) that addresses

reusability by creating asymmetry between identical units of the same resource (examples in

Appendix A). We briefly discussed challenges with analyzing RBA, especially in the general model

of online assortments with multi-unit demand (more details in Section 5).
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Now, we introduce a non-adaptive algorithm for online matching with reusability that is not

directly influenced by the vagaries of stochastic parts of the problem (and therefore, easier to

analyze). Our algorithm uses RBA as a kernel and wraps it in a non-adaptive framework. The

non-adaptivity allows us to address the difficulties with analyzing RBA in a crisp and unified way.

The generalization of this algorithm to online assortments with multi-unit demand is presented in

Appendix F.5.

We introduce the algorithms in two parts. The first part, which is the main new object, is a

relaxed online algorithm that is powered by RBA but only subject to a fluid version of reusability

i.e., if a unit of some resource i with usage distribution Fi is matched at time τ then Fi(d) fraction

of this unit returns by time τ +d, for every d≥ 0. The output of this relaxed algorithm guides the

final matching decision in a non-adaptive way (second part). We refer to the relaxed algorithm as

G-ALG, since it serves as a guide.

ALGORITHM 1: G-ALG

Output: Fractional matching given by values xit ∈ [0,1];

Let g(t) = e−t, and initialize Y (ki) = 1 for every i∈ I, ki ∈ [ci];

for every new arrival t do
For every i∈ I, ki ∈ [ci] and t≥ 2, update values // Fluid update of inventory

Y (ki) = Y (ki) +

t−1∑
τ=1

(
Fi
(
a(t)− a(τ)

)
−Fi

(
a(t− 1)− a(τ)

))
y(ki, τ);

Initialize St = {i | (i, t)∈E}, values η= 0, y(ki, t) = 0 and xit = 0 for all i∈ St, ki ∈ [ci];

while η < 1 and St 6= ∅ do
for i∈ St do

if Y (ki) = 0 for every ki ∈ [ci] then remove i from St;

else zi = arg max
ki∈[ci]

{ki | Y (ki)> 0}; // Highest available unit of i

end

i(η) = arg max
i∈St

ri

(
1− g

(
zi
ci

))
; // Rank based allocation

y(zi(η), t) = min{Y (zi(η)),1− η}; // Fractional match

Update xi(η)t→ xi(η)t + y(zi(η), t); η→ η+ y(zi(η), t); Y (zi(η))→ Y (zi(η))− y(zi(η), t);
end

end

ALGORITHM 2: Sample G-ALG

Initialize capacities yi(0) = ci and values δi =
√

2 log ci
ci

for i∈ I;

for every new arrival t do
Update capacities yi(t) for returned units and get inputs xit from G-ALG;

Randomly choose resource i∈ I according to distribution { xit
1+δi
}i∈I ;

// Probability that no resoruce is chosen may be non-zero

Match t to i if yi(t)> 0 and update remaining capacity;
end
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Description of the algorithm: In G-ALG, we use ki to refer to unit k of resource i. The variable

Y (ki) keeps track of the fraction of unit ki available. Variable y(ki, t) is the fraction of unit ki

matched to arrival t. The update equation for Y (ki) takes a fluid view of reusability whereby, if

fraction y(ki, t) is matched to t then by time a(t) + d exactly Fi(d) fraction of y(ki, t) returns.

Note that, G-ALG uses RBA to perform its fractional matching. Each arrival may be matched

to numerous units of different resources. The values xit represent the total fraction of resource i

matched to arrival t. Sample G-ALG uses the fractional matching output by G-ALG to make

integral matches via independent sampling. If the sampled resource is unavailable then t departs

unmatched. Our overall algorithm comprises of running and updating the states of both G-ALG

and Sample G-ALG at each arrival. The algorithm is non-adaptive as allocation decisions do not

dependent on realized usage durations.

Clearly, G-ALG is allowed more power than standard online algorithms (such as RBA and

Balance) that are, (i) Subject to true (stochastic) reusability and (ii) Make integral matches. The

next lemma states that with this additional power, G-ALG achieves the best possible asymptotic

guarantee against clairvoyant (OPT). Theorem 1 builds on this and shows that by non-adaptively

sampling according to the output of G-ALG, we do not incur any asymptotic loss in the guarantee.

Lemma 4. For every instance of the vertex-weighted online matching problem with reusable

resources we have,

G-ALG≥
(

min
i

(
ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

))−1
)

(1− 1/e)OPT ≥ e
− 1
cmin (1− 1/e)OPT.

The role of RBA: Recall, G-ALG matches fractionally by using RBA. Indeed, even with a fluid

version of reusability, the ability to measure “effective” capacity by means of inducing asymmetry

between units is key to obtaining our results. For instance, if we use the greedy rule in G-ALG,

we get a guarantee of 1/2 (same as standard greedy). Using Balance in G-ALG suffers from the

same drawbacks as standard Balance (see Example A.1 and Lemma A1 in Appendix A).

The role of fluid guide: The idea of using a fluid-relaxed online algorithm as a guide gives us an

approach to convert adaptive online algorithms such as RBA, into non-adaptive ones. This leads

to a provably good general algorithm at a higher computational cost. In more structured instances,

namely online matching with IFR usage distributions, it suffices to directly use the faster and

distribution oblivious RBA policy. The algorithm is more challenging to analyze but has the same

optimal guarantee (see Section 5).

We remark that the idea of using a fractional solution to guide online decisions is commonly

used in online matching with stochastic arrivals (Devanur et al. 2012, Alaei et al. 2012, Devanur

et al. 2019), where the fractional solution often comes from solving an LP and encodes information
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about the optimal matching. In our setting, the relaxed solution is generated by an online algorithm

which encounters fluid reusability and this serves to “smooth out” the effects of uncertainty in

usage durations. In a broader context, the idea of maintaining and rounding an online fractional

solution has enjoyed successful applications in several fundamental online decision making problems

including (but not limited to) the online k-server problem Bansal et al. (2015), online covering

problem Alon et al. (2003), and online paging Blum et al. (1999).

Outline for the analysis: To prove Theorem 1, we first establish Lemma 4 by finding a feasible

solution for the linear system introduced in Section 2. We start by proposing a candidate solution

for the system and then prove that this solution is feasible. In order to prove feasibility, we transform

the main parts of the analysis into statements involving an explicitly defined random process that

is introduced in the next section. This random process is crucial to the analysis of all algorithms in

the paper – G-ALG, its variants, and RBA– and may be of independent interest. Given Lemma

4, we show the claimed performance guarantee for Sample G-ALG by (carefully) using standard

concentration bounds. It is also worth noting that proving performance guarantees for the adaptive

but simpler RBA algorithm presents further challenges that are discussed in Section 5.

3.1. The Random Process Viewpoint

We start by defining a random process that is extremely important for the analysis of every

algorithm in this paper. This random process is free of the complexities of any online or offline

algorithm and serves as an intermediate object that allows a comparison between online and offline.

After defining the process, we give some insight into its usage and discuss useful properties of the

process.

(F,σ,p) random process: Consider an ordered set of points σ= {σ1, · · · , σT} on the positive real

line such that, 0<σ1 <σ2 < · · ·<σT . These points are also referred to as arrivals, and each point

σt is associated with a probability pt, t∈ {1, · · · , T}. Let p= (p1, · · · , pT ). We are given a single unit

of a resource that is in one of two states at every point in time: free/available or in-use/unavailable.

The unit starts at time 0 in the available state. The state of the unit evolves with time as

follows. At any point σt ∈σ where the unit is available, with probability pt the unit becomes in-use

for an independently drawn random duration d∼ F . The unit stays in-use during (σt, σt + d) and

switches back to being available at time σt+d. Each time the unit switches from available to in-use

we earn a unit reward.

Observe that the process above captures a setting of the reusable resource problem where we have

a single reusable item with unit reward and a sequence of arrivals with an edge to this item. We

also have the aspect of stochastic rewards, as each arrival comes with an independent probability
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that the match would succeed. It is not hard to show that the best strategy to maximize total

reward in this simple instance is simply to try to match the unit whenever possible, regardless

of the arrival sequence or the probabilities and usage distributions. In a general instance of the

problem an algorithm must choose between various resources to match each arrival and decisions

can depend on past actions and realizations. However, working at the level of individual units

of resources, we show that the total reward of G-ALG from an individual unit can be captured

through a suitably defined (σ,F,p) process. Similarly, for every unit we find a random process that

provides a tractable upper bound on the number of times OPT allocates the unit. A key piece of

the analysis is then converted into statements that compare the expected reward in one random

process with another. Next, consider a fluid version of the random process.

Fluid (F,σ,p) process: We are given a single unit of a resource and ordered set of points/arrivals

σ= {σ1, · · · , σT} on the positive real line such that, 0<σ1 <σ2 < · · ·<σT . We also have a sequence

of fractions p= (p1, · · · , pT ). The resource is fractionally consumed at each point in σ according to

p as follows.

If δt fraction of the resource is available when σt ∈σ arrives, then ptδt fraction of the resource

is consumed by σt, generating reward ptδt. The ptδt fraction consumed at σt returns fluidly in the

future according to the distribution F i.e., exactly F (d) fraction of ptδt is available again by time

σt + d, for every d≥ 0.

3.1.1. Useful Properties of (F,σ,p) Random Process. We start with a crucial mono-

tonicity property (Lemma 5) of the random process. The subsequent property (Lemma 6) states

that adding “zero probability” points to the set σ does not change the process. The final property

(Lemma 7) describes the equivalence between a fluid (F,σ,p) process and its random counterpart.

Proofs of these properties are included in Appendix D.1.

Given a (F,σ,p) process, we refer to the points in σ as arrival times and arrivals interchangeably.

Let r(F,σ,p) denote the total expected reward of the random process. Let 1σ denote the sequence

of probabilities pt = 1 for every σt ∈σ. We also use the succinct notation (F,σ) to refer to (F,σ,1σ).

Similarly, r(F,σ) := r(F,σ,1σ). Given two probability sequences p1 and p2 for the same set of

arrivals, we use p1 ∨ p2 to denote the sequence with maximum of the two probability values for

each arrival.

Lemma 5 (Monotonicity Property). Given a distribution F , arrival set σ = {σ1, · · · , σT}, and

probability sequences p1 = (p11, · · · , p1T ) and p2 = (p21, · · · , p2T ) such that, p1t ≤ p2t for every t∈ [T ],

we have,

r(Fi,σ,p1)≤ r(Fi,σ,p2).
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Lemma 6 (Adding Zero Probability Points). Given a (F,σ,p) random process, let σ′ ⊂ σ be

a subset of arrivals where the probability of resource being available is zero. Then,(F,σ,p) and

(F,σ,p∨1σ′) are equivalent random processes i.e., at every arrival in σ the probability that resource

is available is the same in both processes.

Lemma 7 (Equivalence). The probability of reward at any arrival σt in the (F,σ,p) random process

is the same as the fraction of resource available at arrival σt in the fluid counterpart. Consequently,

the expected reward in every (F,σ,p) random process is exactly equal to the total reward in the

fluid (F,σ,p) process.

3.2. Analysis of G-ALG and Sample G-ALG

We now show that G-ALG, the relaxed online algorithm which guides the overall algorithm and

encounters a fluid form of reusability, is asymptotically (1− 1/e) competitive (Lemma 4). Recall

that we use G-ALG and OPT to also denote the expected rewards of the respective algorithms.

Our proof uses the LP free framework and we start by defining a candidate solution for the system.

Candidate solution: We refer to unit k of resource i as ki. Recall that y(ki, t) is the fraction

of unit ki matched to t in G-ALG. Inspired by Devanur et al. (2013), we propose the following

candidate solution for the generalized certificate,

λt =
∑
i∈I

ri
∑
ki∈[ci]

y(ki, t)

(
1− g

(ki
ci

))
, (4)

θi = ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

)
ri
∑
t

∑
ki∈[ci]

y(ki, t)g
(ki
ci

)
. (5)

Notice that λt is the total reduced price based reward from matching arrival t in G-ALG. θi is

defined such that the sum
∑

t λt +
∑

i θi

(
ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

))−1

, is the total revenue of G-ALG.

Proof of Lemma 4. At a high level, the proof proceeds by showing that the candidate solution

given by (4) and (5) is feasible for the generalized certificate given by (1) and (3). In particular,

we show that (1) holds with β = maxi ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

)
≤ e

1
cmin and (3) holds with α = (1− 1/e) for

every i∈ I. Then, a direct application of Lemma 3 gives us the desired performance guarantee for

G-ALG.

Recall that θi is defined such that the sum
∑

t λt +
∑

i θi

(
ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

))−1

, is the total revenue

of G-ALG. Therefore, condition (1) is satisfied with β = maxi ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

)
≤ e

1
cmin . Now, consider

an arbitrary resource i and recall condition (3), restated as,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt

]
+ θi ≥ αiriOPTi. (6)
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We show that this condition holds with αi = 1− 1/e, for every i∈ I. We often need to refer to the

state of G-ALG just after some arrival t departs the system. In order to avoid any inconsistencies

when making such a reference, such as in a boundary case where Fi(0) = 0, we formally consider

the following sequence of events at any moment a(t) when an arrival occurs,

(i) Units that were in use and set to return at a(t) are made available and inventory is updated.

(ii) Arrival t is (fractionally) matched and inventory of matched units is reduced accordingly.

We refer to the state of the system after step (ii) is performed as state at t+. Correspondingly, for

each arrival t with an edge to i and every unit ki, we define (deterministic) indicator,

1(¬ki, t+) =

{
1 if no fraction of ki is available at t+,

0 otherwise.

Given an edge (i, t) and a unit ki such that 1(¬ki, t+) = 0 i.e., some fraction of ki is available at

t+, using the fact that G-ALG matches greedily based on reduced prices, we have

λt ≥ ri
(

1− g
(ki
ci

))
.

Define ∆g(ki) := g
(
ki−1
ci

)
− g
(
ki
ci

)
and suppose that,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

∑
ki∈[ci]

∆g(ki)1(¬ki, t+)
]
≤ 1

ri
θi, (7)

Then we have,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt

]
≥ riEω

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

(
1− 1/e−

∑
ki∈[ci]

∆g(ki)1(¬ki, t+)
)]
, (8)

≥ (1− 1/e)OPTi− θi,

which proves (6). Therefore, in rest of the proof we establish (7) for every i∈ I.

At a high level, the two sides of inequality (7) involve a comparison between OPT on one side

and G-ALG on the other. The road map for the rest of the analysis is as follows: First, we convert

each side of the inequality into the expected reward of a suitable random process. This turns

inequality (7) into a crisp statement that only involves comparison between two different random

processes. We finish by proving the transformed inequality using properties of the random process

that we stated in Lemma 5 through Lemma 7.

For the rest of the proof, fix an arbitrary resource i. For brevity, we let k denote unit ki. Let

s(k) denote the ordered set of all arrival times a(t) such that 1(¬k, t+) = 1 in G-ALG i.e., unit

k is not available after arrival t is matched. Arrival times in s(k) are ordered in ascending order.

For convenience, we often refer to arrival times simply as arrivals. Recall that r(F,σ) denotes the

expected reward of a (F,σ,1σ) random process. Let kO be some unit of i in OPT(kO need not be
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the same as k). Given a sample path ω of usage durations in OPT, let O(ω,kO) denote the set of

arrivals matched to unit kO of i in OPT. We start with the following claim that we will later use

to transform the LHS in (7),

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,kO)

1(¬k, t+)
]

=Eω
[∣∣O(ω,kO)∩ s(k)

∣∣]≤ r(Fi,s(k)). (9)

The equality follows by definition. To prove the inequality in (9), arbitrarily fix all the randomness

in OPT except the usage durations of unit kO. Consider the following coupling between usage

durations of kO and the (Fi,s(k)) random process: We start by generating two distinct lists of

independent samples from distribution Fi. We make a copy of List 1 called List 1O. List 1 is used

to obtain samples for the (Fi,s(k)) random process. When a duration is required by the random

process, we draw the first sample from List 1 that has not previously been provided to the random

process. On the other hand, when kO is matched in OPT we draw usage duration from List 1O

or List 2, depending on the arrival that kO is matched with. If the arrival is in s(k), we draw the

first unused sample from List 1O. For all other arrivals, we draw the usage duration from List 2 by

picking the first unused sample. Observe that a sample is drawn from List 1O only if its counterpart

in List 1 is drawn. Thus, the number of samples drawn from List 1O is upper bounded by the

number of samples drawn from List 1 and inequality (9) follows.

Next, we compare r(Fi,s(k)) with the expected reward of G-ALG from matching k. To make

this connection we interpret the actions of G-ALG through a fluid process. Let T be the ordered set

of all arrivals (arrival times, to be precise). For every t∈ T , we define probability p(k, t) as follows:

If no fraction of k is matched to t we set p(k, t) = 0. If some non-zero fraction η(k, t) of k is available

for match to t and fraction y(k, t)(≤ η(k, t)) is actually matched to t, we set p(k, t) = y(k,t)

η(k,t)
. Let

p(k) denote the ordered sequence of probabilities p(k, t) corresponding to arrivals in T . Consider

the (Fi,T ,p(k)) random process and its fluid version. By definition of p(k), the fluid (Fi,T ,p(k))

process corresponds exactly to the matching of unit k in G-ALG. From the equivalence between

the fluid process and its random counterpart (Lemma 7), we have,

r
(
Fi,T ,p(k)

)
=
∑
t

y(ki, t).

Let σ(k) = {t | p(k, t) = 1} i.e., σ(k) is the set of all arrivals where some nonzero fraction of k is

available and fully matched in G-ALG. Therefore, 1(¬k, t+) = 1 for every t ∈ σ(k), Recall that

s(k) = {t | 1(¬k, t+) = 1}. Therefore, σ(k) ⊆ s(k). We claim that the fraction of unit k available

in G-ALG at arrivals in s(k)\σ(k) is zero. The claim essentially follows by definition; recall that

1(¬k, t+) = 1 for every t ∈ s(k), so if a non-zero fraction of k is available at t ∈ s(k) then t must

be in σ(k). So at every arrival in s(k)\σ(k), no fraction of k is available to match. Then, from
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Lemma 7 we have that in the (Fi,T ,p(k)) random process, the probability of matching to any

arrival t∈ s(k)\σ(k) is zero. Now, consider the augmented probability sequence p(k)∨1s(k), which

denotes that we set a probability of one for every arrival in s(k). Applying Lemma 6 we have that,

r
(
Fi,T ,p(k)∨1s(k)

)
= r
(
Fi,T ,p(k)

)
.

Finally, using the monotonicity Lemma 5, we have,

r
(
Fi,s(k)

)
≤ r
(
Fi,T ,p(k)∨1s(k)

)
= r
(
Fi,T ,p(k)

)
,

Combining everything and using simple algebra now completes the proof of (7),

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

∑
k∈[ci]

∆g(k)1(¬k, t+)
]

=
∑

kO∈[ci]

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,kO)

∑
k∈[ci]

g
( k
ci

)
(e

1
ci − 1)1(¬k, t+)

]
,

=
∑

kO∈[ci]

∑
k∈[ci]

g
( k
ci

)
(e

1
ci − 1) r

(
Fi,s(k)

)
,

≤
∑

kO∈[ci]

∑
k∈[ci]

g
( k
ci

)
(e

1
ci − 1) r

(
Fi,T ,p(k)

)
,

= ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

) ∑
k∈[ci]

[
g
( k
ci

)∑
t

yi(k, t)
]
,

=
1

ri
θi.

�

Now, recall the final online algorithm Sample G-ALG experiences true stochasticity in usage.

Let δi =
√

2 log ci
ci

. When t arrives, Sample G-ALG takes input {xit}i∈I from G-ALG and samples

a number u ∈ U [0,1]. Laying down the values 1
1+δi

xit on the real line in arbitrary but fixed order

over i, ALG matches t to i if u falls in the relevant interval and i is available. If i is unavailable

then t is left unmatched.

Lemma 8. For every resource i∈ I we have, Sample G-ALGi ≥
1−c−1

i
1+δi

G-ALGi.

Proof. The proof rests simply on showing that for every (i, t) ∈ E, i is available at t w.p. at

least 1− c−1
i . This implies a lower bound of

1−c−1
i

1+δi
xit on the expected reward from matching i to

t, completing the proof. To prove the claim, for any edge (i, t) ∈ E let 1(i, t) indicate the event

that some unit of i is available in Sample G-ALG when t arrives. Let 1(i→ t) indicate the event

that the independent random variable u, sampled at t, dictates that i is matched to t. W.l.o.g.,

we independently pre-sample usage durations for every possible match and let 1(dt > a(τ)− a(t))

indicate that the duration of usage pre-sampled for (a potential) match of i to arrival t is at least

a(τ)−a(t). Now, the event that a unit of i is available when t arrives is equivalent to the following

event,
t−1∑
τ=1

1(i, τ)1(i→ τ)1(dτ >a(t)− a(τ))< ci.
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The probability that this event occurs is lower bounded by the probability of the following event

occurring,
t−1∑
τ=1

1(i→ τ)1(dτ >a(t)− a(τ))< ci.

Define Bernoulli random variables Xτ = 1(i→ τ)1(dτ > a(t) − a(τ)) for all τ ≤ t − 1. Random

variables Xτ are independent of each other as both u and the duration of usage are independently

sampled at each arrival. Further, the total expectation is upper bounded as follows,

µ :=E
[ t−1∑
τ=1

Xτ

]
=

1

1 + δi

t−1∑
τ=1

xiτ
(
1−Fi(a(t)− a(τ))

)
≤ ci

1 + δi
.

Applying Chernoff bound as stated in Lemma 9 completes the proof. �

Lemma 9 (From Multiplicative Chernoff). Given integer τ > 0, independent indicator random

variables 1(t) for t∈ [τ ] and δ=
√

2 log c
c

such that,
∑τ

t=1 E [1(t)]≤ c
1+δ

. We have,

P

(
τ∑
t=1

1(t)≥ c

)
≤ 1

c
.

A formal proof Lemma 9 is included in Appendix D.2. We believe that a tighter 1− 1√
2πcmin

factor

may be shown by generalizing the balls and bins type argument used in Devanur et al. (2012) and

Alaei et al. (2012). The original arguments are in the context of non-reusable resources but a balls

and bins setting where bin capacity is reusable over time could be an interesting object to study

in future work.

Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 4 and Lemma 8 we have that Sample G-ALG is at least,

(1− 1/e)e−1/cmin

(
1− c−1

min

1 + δmin

)
OPT,

competitive. For large cmin this converges to (1 − 1/e) with convergence rate O
(√

log cmin
cmin

)
. It

only remains to argue that this is best possible. As we have already seen in examples, the case

of non-reusable resources is included as a special case. It is well known due to Kalyanasundaram

and Pruhs (2000), Mehta et al. (2007), that the best achievable result for online matching with

non-reusable resources in the large capacity regime is (1− 1/e). �
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4. From Matching to Assortments via Probability Matching

G-ALG and Sample G-ALG admit a natural generalization for the setting of online assortment

optimization with multi-unit demand. We defer a formal generalization of the algorithm and anal-

ysis to Appendix E. At a high level, we generalize G-ALG to obtain a fluid guide that outputs

a fractional solution over assortments at each arrival. To generalize Sample G-ALG, we could

independently round the fractional solution given by the guide to get a candidate assortment at

each arrival. However, it is possible that some items in the candidate assortment are unavailable.

In fact, for large assortments the probability that at least one item is unavailable can be close to

1. In light of this, perhaps a natural approach is to offer the available subset of items from the

candidate assortment. However, due to substitution, this can increase the probability of individ-

ual items being chosen, prohibiting a direct application of concentration bounds. To address this

we introduce an algorithm that constructs new assortments with lower choice probability for the

individual items in order to precisely control the probability of each resource being chosen. The

following lemma and the subsequent Probability Matching algorithm formalizes these ideas. We

believe this algorithm could be of independent interest in other assortment optimization problems.

Lemma 10. Consider a choice model φ : 2N ×N → [0,1] satisfying the weak substitution property3,

an assortment A ⊆ N belonging to a downward closed feasible set F , a subset S ⊆ A and target

probabilities ps such that, ps ≤ φ(A,s) for every s ∈ S. There exists a collection A= {A, · · · ,Am}
of m = |S| assortments along with weights

(
ui
)
∈ [0,1]m, such that the following properties are

satisfied:

(i) For every i∈ [m], Ai ⊆ S and thus, Ai ∈F .

(ii) Sum of weights,
∑

i∈[m] ui ≤ 1.

(iii) For every s∈ S,
∑

Ai3s
ui φ(Ai, s) = ps.

Algorithm 3 computes such a collection A along with weights (ui) in O(m2) time.

ALGORITHM 3: Probability Match (S,{ps}s∈S)

Inputs: set S, choice model φ(·, ·), target probabilities ps ≤ φ(S, s) for s∈ S;

Output: Collection A= {A1, · · · ,Am}, weights U = {u1, · · · , um} with
∑
Ai3s

uiφ(Ai, s) = ps ∀s∈ S;

for j = 1 to |S| do
Compute values ζs = ps

φ(S,s)
for all s∈ S;

Define s∗ = arg mins∈S ζs;

Set Aj = S and uj = ζs∗ ;

Update S→ S\{s∗} and ps→ ps−uj φ(S, s), ∀s∈ S;
end

It is worth noting that this subroutine can be executed in O(m logm) time for the commonly

used MNL choice model.

3 Weak substitution: φ(S, i)≥ φ(S ∪{j}, i), ∀i∈ S, j 6∈ S.
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Distributions δ=O(·)

Two point - {di,+∞} O
(

log cmin
cmin

)
Exponential O

(
1√
cmin

)
IFR Õ

(
c
− η

1+η

min

)
IFR with mass at +∞ Õ

(
c
− η

1+2η

min

)
Table 1 Table presents the rate of convergence to (1− 1/e) for various distributions. For IFR distributions,

convergence rate is characterized using functions Li(ε), as defined in (10). Typically, Li(εi)εi =O(εηi ) for some η > 0.

For IFR with non-increasing densities we have Li(εi) = 1 and thus, η= 1. For non-monotonic IFR families, such as

the Weibull distribution, η= 1/k where k > 1 is the shape parameter for IFR Weibull distributions. Note that Õ

hides a factor of log cmin.

5. Faster and Distribution Oblivious Algorithms

We introduced two algorithms for online allocation of reusable resources, RBA and Sample G-

ALG. The latter achieves best possible guarantee for a general model and arbitrary usage dis-

tributions. However, it requires (exact) knowledge of the usage distributions (which may not be

available in practice) and has slower runtime due to the guiding algorithm G-ALG, which takes

O
(∑

i∈I ci
)

steps to fractionally match an arrival.

While the knowledge of usage distributions is salient for G-ALG (and therefore, for Sample

G-ALG), the runtime of G-ALG can be exponentially improved at the loss a small factor in

the performance guarantee. In Appendix G, we present an algorithm with asymptotic guarantee

(1− ε)(1− 1/e) and runtime O
(

1
ε

∑
i∈I log ci

)
per arrival, for any choice of ε > 0. This runtime

improvement carries over the the general model of online assortments. However, the algorithm

continues to rely on exact knowledge of usage distributions.

While RBA serves as a crucial ingredient in Sample G-ALG, it is itself a promising algorithm and

a natural alternative to fluid guided algorithms. It is much simpler to implement, computationally

efficient, and oblivious to usage distributions. In the rest of this section, we show that RBA also

attains the best possible performance guarantee of (1− 1/e) for online matching and a number of

different families of usage distributions. Theorem 11 states the result, followed by a discussion of

the types of usage distributions captured by the theorem. Later in the section we also elaborate

on the difficulties in analyzing RBA in more general settings.

Theorem 11. RBA is (1−1/e)− δ competitive for online matching with reusable resources when

usage distributions belong to one of the families in Table 1. The table also presents the convergence

rate δ corresponding to each family.
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Bounded Increasing Failure Rate (IFR) distributions: Theorem 11 implies a (1 − 1/e)

guarantee for IFR distributions that are bounded in the following sense. Let fi(·) denote the p.d.f.

and Fi(·) denote the c.d.f.. For values ε > 0, define function,

Li(ε) = max
x≥0

Fi
(
x+F−1

i (ε)
)
−Fi(x)

ε
. (10)

RBA is asymptotically (1− 1/e) competitive whenever,

εLi(ε)→ 0, for ε→ 0.

Note that for non-increasing densities fi(·), Li(ε) is identically 1. Therefore, as a special case we

have (1− 1/e) competitiveness for IFR distributions with non-increasing density function. This

includes two common families - exponential distributions and uniform distributions. The former is

commonly used to model usage and service time distributions (Besbes et al. 2020, Weng et al. 2020,

Cruise et al. 2020). Some common IFR distributions (with non-monotonic density function) that

satisfy the boundedness condition include truncated Normal, Gamma, and Weibull distributions.

For more details and the rate of convergence to (1− 1/e) for these families, see Appendix F.1.

Two point distributions - {di,+∞}: While seemingly simple, the family of two point distri-

butions with support {di,+∞} for i ∈ I, presents a non-trivial challenge in both small and large

inventory regimes (see Section 6 and Appendix A). RBA is (1− 1/e) competitive for this family.

Bounded IFR with mass at +∞: An important consideration that is not modeled by IFR

distributions is the possibility that units may become unavailable over time due to resource failures

or when resources are live agents they may depart from the platform after some number of matches.

We account for this by allowing an arbitrary probability mass at +∞ to be mixed with an IFR

distribution. More concretely, consider usage distributions where for resource i, a duration takes

value +∞ w.p. pi and with probability 1−pi the duration is drawn from a bounded IFR distribution

with c.d.f. Fi(·). RBA is (1− 1/e) competitive for this family.

5.1. Analysis of RBA

Recall that a (F,σ,p) random process with probabilities pt = 1 for every σt ∈σ is called an (F,σ)

random process. The analysis of RBA requires some interesting new ideas and further exploration

of the properties of (F,σ) random processes. After some general steps, the entire analysis reduces

to proving a certain perturbation property for (F,σ) random process. We show this property for

the families of usage distributions described previously. In fact, we believe that the property holds

for arbitrary F . If true, this would imply a general (1− 1/e) guarantee for RBA. We devote this
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section to set up the general framework of analysis and motivate the main new concepts. Missing

details are included in Appendix F.2. We start by introducing (and recalling) important notation.

We use ω to denote the sample path of usage durations in OPT and O(ω, i) to denote the set

of all arrivals matched to i in OPT on sample path ω. Similarly, ν denotes a sample path of usage

durations in RBA. Recall that RBA tracks the highest available unit for each resource, written

as zi(t) for resource i at arrival t. In fact, zi(t) is more accurately written as zi(ν, t). Given set of

resources St with an edge to t, RBA matches according to the following simple rule,

arg max
i∈St

ri

(
1− g

(
zi(t)

ci

))
.

Let D(t) (technically D(ν, t)) denote the resource matched to t by RBA on sample path ν. Let zD(t)

denote the highest available unit of resource D(t) at t. Finally, recall that ∆g(k) = g(k−1
ci

)−g( k
ci

) =

e−
k
ci (e

1
ci − 1).

To show the desired guarantee for RBA we start by defining the candidate solution for the

generalized certificate. Let

θi = riEν
[ ∑
t|D(t)=i

g
(zi(t)
ci

)]
, ∀i∈ I and λt =Eν

[
rD(t)

(
1− g

(zD(t)

cD(t)

))]
, ∀t∈ T. (11)

Observe that λt and θi as defined above are deterministic quantities that satisfy condition (1) by

definition, with β = 1. To prove conditions (3) with αi = (1−1/e) for every i∈ I, we start by lower

bounding the term Eω[
∑

t∈O(ω,i) λt]. The following lemma brings out the key source of difficulty. A

proof of the lemma is in Appendix F.2.

Lemma 12. Given λt as defined by (11), we have for every resource i,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt

]
≥ (1− 1/e)OPTi− riEω

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]]
. (12)

Consider a resource i ∈ I and let k denote a unit of i. Contrast decomposition (12) with its

counterpart (8) in the analysis of G-ALG. Deterministic binary valued quantities 1(¬k, t+), that

signified unavailability of a unit k after arrival t is matched in G-ALG, have been replaced by

(non-binary) probabilities Pν [k > zi(t)]. For any given arrival t, probability Pν [k > zi(t)] represents

the likelihood that unit k and all higher units of i are unavailable in RBA when t arrives. This

dependence on other units, combined with the sensitivity of zi(t) to small changes on the sample

path, makes it challenging to bound these probabilities in a meaningful way. To address these

challenges we introduce two new ingredients below. The first ingredient simplifies the stochastic

dependencies by introducing a conditional version of the probability Pν [k > zi(t)]. This ingredient

uses special structure that is only available in the matching setting. The second ingredient builds

on the first one and addresses the non-binary nature of these probabilities.
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Ingredient 1: Conditioning. Recall that to analyze G-ALG, we captured the allocation of

each individual unit via an naturally defined (F,σ,p) random process. In an (F,σ) random process,

at every σt ∈ σ the only event of relevance is the availability of the item at σt (as probability

pt = 1). If the item is available, then it is matched to σt regardless of the usage durations realized

before σt. In order to naturally capture the actions of RBA on individual units through a random

process, a similar property must hold in RBA. To be more specific, consider a single unit k of

i in RBA and fix the randomness associated with all units and resources except k. Suppose we

have an arrival t with edge to i and two distinct sample paths over usage durations of k, prior to

arrival of t. We are also given that k is available at t on both sample paths. Clearly, RBA makes a

deterministic decision on each sample path. Is it possible that RBA matches t to k on one sample

path but not the other?

Interestingly, in the case of matching we can show that this is impossible, i.e., RBA always

makes the same decision on both sample paths in such instances. Unfortunately, this is not the case

in general. For instance, when we include the aspect of customer choice or budgeted allocations,

reusability can interact with these elements in an undesirable way (see example in Section 5.2).

For online matching we leverage this property to show that conditioned on the randomness of all

other resources and units, the allocation of k in RBA is characterized by a (Fi,σ) random process.

Let us formalize the discussion above. First, since usage durations are independently sampled

we generate ν as follows: For each edge, we independently generate usage duration samples for

every unit of the resource that the edge is incident on. RBA only sees the samples that correspond

to units that are matched and does not see the other samples. Thus, sample path ν includes a

set of ci usage durations for every edge (i, t). If RBA matches t to unit k on ν then, the usage

duration annotated for k is realized out of the ci samples for edge (i, t). Let νk be the collection of

all samples annotated for unit k on path ν. Thus, νk is a sample path over usage durations of k.

Let ν−k denote the sample path of all units and resources except unit k of i. We use Pνk and Eνk
to denote probability and expectation over randomness in sample paths νk. Define indicators,

1(k, t) =

{
1 if unit k is available when t arrives,

0 otherwise.

Now, consider the conditional version of probability Pν [k > zi(t)] in (12),

Pνk [k > zi(t) | ν−k] =Eνk [1−1(k, t) | ν−k]×
ci∏

k′>k

[(1−1(k′, t)) | ν−k]. (13)

For every k′ 6= k, the conditional indicator 1(k′, t) | ν−k is deterministic. Eνk [1(k, t) | ν−k] is the

likelihood of k being available at t conditioned on fixing the usage durations of all other units. We
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show that it suffices to condition the expectation only on a certain subset of units as opposed to

all units. This subset consists of all units that strictly precede k in the ordering defined below.

Order of Units: A unit k of i precedes unit q of j, denoted k � q, iff ri(1− g(k/ci)) > rj(1−
g(q/cj)), i.e., RBA would prefer to match k rather than q if both were available. In case of a tie

we let the unit with the lower resource index precede and let RBA follow the same tie breaking

rule. Observe that this ordering is transitive.

Lemma 13. Let D(t) denote the resource matched to t by RBA. Given arrival t with edge to i let

1ν [k�D(t)] denote the event k�D(t) in RBA i.e., RBA would match k to t if it were available

when t arrives. Then, the event 1ν [k �D(t)] is independent of the usage durations of every unit

w� k.

See Appendix F.2 for the proof. Let k+ denote all units that strictly precede k and let νk+ denote

the sample path of usage durations for these units. As a consequence of Lemma 13, we have the

following properties for RBA.

Corollary 14. Given arrival t with edge to i and a unit k ∈ [ci], we have Eνk [1(k, t) | νk+ ] =

Eνk [1(k, t) | ν−k]. From (13), Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ] = Pνk [k > zi(t) | ν−k].
Corollary 15. For every arrival t with an edge to i, conditioned on the availability of unit k of i

at t, the event that k is matched to t is independent of the (past) usage durations of k.

Corollary 16. For every unit k, given a sample path νk+ we have an ordered set of arrivals

σ(νk+) = {σ1, · · · , σe} with σ1 < · · ·<σe such that for any arrival t,

• If t 6∈σ(νk+), then conditioned on νk+, the probability that k is matched to t is 0.

• If t∈σ(νk+), then conditioned on νk+, k is matched to t w.p. 1 if it is available.

Therefore, conditioned on νk+, the (Fi,σ(νk+)) random process fully characterizes the matches of

k in RBA.

As an immediate consequence of Corollary (16), r(Fi,σ(νk+)) gives the expected number of

times k is matched in RBA conditioned on sample sample path νk+ . We remind the reader that

technically the set σ in a (F,σ) random process is a set of arrival times. We are using arrivals and

arrival times interchangeably for convenience.

Ingredient 2: Covering. If the probabilities Pν [k > zi(t) | νk+ ] were all either 1 or 0, the

rest of the analysis could proceed along the same lines as the analysis of G-ALG. Of course, in

general these probabilities have non-binary values and are hard to meaningfully bound. To address

this challenge we introduce the ingredient of covering. For intuition behind the idea, consider an

instance where RBA matches all n units of a resource to arrivals in an infinitesimal interval [0, ε].

Each unit returns after 1 unit of time with probability 0.5 and never returns with probability 0.5.

Let 1(k,2) indicate that unit k of the resource is available at time 2. We have,

Pν [1(k,2)] =
1

2
and therefore, Pν [k > z1(2)]<

1

2k
.
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This implies that z1(2)≥ n−O(logn) w.h.p.. Therefore, the fact that all units k are available at

t with a constant probability results in geometrically decreasing probabilities Pν [k > z1(2)], and a

small value of O(logn) for the negative term in (12). Inspired by this, for every k and sample path

νk+ , we classify all arrivals t into two groups. Roughly speaking, the first group consists of arrivals

where k is available with sufficiently high probability. These are called uncovered arrivals. We show

that the overall contribution to (12) from this group of arrivals, summed appropriately over all

units k, is well approximated by the expectation of a geometric random variable. This generalizes

the bound that we observed in the example above. The remaining covered arrivals, are the ones

where k is available with sufficiently high probability. We show that the contribution from these

terms to (12) is effectively canceled out by θi , i.e., these arrivals are covered by θi.

To describe this formally, for values εi ∈ (0,1], let Xk(νk+ , εi, t) ∈ {0,1} denote the covering

function that performs this classification.

Fix unit k, a value εi ∈ (0,1], and condition on sample path νk+ . Given an arrival t, we say that
t is uncovered and set Xk(νk+ , εi, t) = 0 if,

Pνk [1(k, t) = 1 | νk+ ]≥ εi,

i.e., at every uncovered arrival we have a lower bound on the probability of k being available.
Equivalently, this condition imposes a lower bound of εi on the probability of k being free at time
a(t) in a (Fi,σ(νk+)) random process.

Notice that as a direct consequence of the above definition, for every covered arrival t we have

Xk(νk+ , εi, t) = 1 and Pνk [1(k, t) = 1 | νk+ ]< εi. For ease of notation we omit the input εi in covering

functions and use the abbreviation,

Xk(νk+ , t),

with the understanding that εi is present and will be set later to optimize the result. Note that a

given arrival t may be covered w.r.t. one unit k of i but uncovered w.r.t. another unit k′ of i.

Combining the Ingredients: The following lemma uses the notions of covering and condi-

tioning to further decompose and upper bound (12). Proof of the lemma is deferred to Appendix

F.2.

Lemma 17. For every resource i,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]]
≤Eω

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

])]
+

2

riεici
OPTi.

Remarks: The term 2
riεici

OPTi on the RHS is an upper bound on the contribution of the terms

arising due to uncovered arrivals. As we discussed when motivating the second ingredient, this

bound is a result of geometrically decreasing probability of multiple uncovered units being jointly
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unavailable at t. The formal proof of this bound relies crucially on the property that the usage

durations of units k′ ≺ k do not affect the matching decision of RBA for unit k (the first ingredient).

The other term on the RHS of inequity in Lemma 17 captures the contribution from covered

arrivals. As we informally stated earlier, we shall upper bound this term by θi, i.e.,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

])]
≤ 1 + o(1)

ri
θi, (14)

where o(1) represents a term that goes to 0 as ci→ +∞. An obstacle to proving this inequality

is the dependence on set O(ω, i), which is determined by actions of OPT. At a high level, we

tackle this difficulty in the same way as the proof of Lemma 4. We untangle the dependence on

OPT in the LHS of (14) by upper bounding it as the expected reward of a (F,σ) random process.

From Corollary 16 we have a way of lower bounding θi by the expectation of a (different) random

processes. Consequently, showing (14) boils down to proving a new perturbation property of (F,σ)

random processes.

Upper bounding the LHS in (14): Consider the set s(νk+) of all arrivals t that are covered

i.e.,

s(νk+) = {t∈ T | Xk(νk+ , t) = 1}.

The following lemma shows that the quantity, r
(
Fi,s(νk+)

)
is an upper bound on the contribution

from covered arrivals to (12).

Lemma 18. For any resource i, unit k, and path νk+, we have,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

Xk(νk+ , t)
]
≤ cir

(
Fi,s(νk+)

)
.

Consequently,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

])]
≤
(

1 +
2

ci

) ci∑
k=1

(
g
( k
ci

)
·Eν

k+

[
r
(
Fi,s(νk+)

)])
.

The proof of this lemma is included in Appendix F.2 and closely mimics the two list coupling

argument used to establish inequality (9) in the analysis of G-ALG. To finish the overall analysis,

we need the following new property for random processes.

Proposition 1 (Perturbation property). For every resource i, every unit k of i, every path νk+,

and parameter εi = 1
o(ci)

, we have

r
(
Fi,s(νk+)

)
≤
(
1 +κi(εi, ci)

)
r
(
Fi,σ(νk+)

)
, (15)

for some non-negative function κi that approaches 0 for ci→+∞.
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Recall that given set of arrivals T , subset σ(νk+), and value εi, the set s(νk+) of covered arrivals is

fully determined by the
(
Fi,σ(νk+)

)
random process. Thus, inequality (15) is purely a statement

about an explicitly defined random process. Note, the requirement that εi = 1
o(ci)

or 1
εici
→ 0 for

ci→+∞, is clearly a necessity due to the term 2
riεici

OPTi in Lemma 17. In general, the difficulty

in proving (15) is that we require εi to be suitably large and also desire κi to be small. Larger

εi leads to more arrivals s(νk+)\σ(νk+), leading to a (possibly) larger value of r
(
Fi,s(νk+)

)
. This

tension between the two parameter values is made explicit through the competitive ratio guarantee

in the next lemma.

Lemma 19. Given, values θi and λt set according to (11). For every usage distribution such that

Proposition 1 holds, we have

θi +Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt

]
≥ αiOPTi, ∀i∈ I,

with values αi =

(
1−1/e− 2

εi ci

)(
1+κi(εi,ci)

)
(1+2/ci)

. If we can choose εi, κi such that, 1
εi ci
→ 0 and κi(εi, ci)→ 0 for

ci→+∞, then RBA is asymptotically (1−1/e) competitive, with the rate of convergence given by,

O
(

min
i

{ 1

εi ci
+κi(εi, ci)

})
.

Proof. For convenience, we refer to κi(εi, ci) simply as κi respectively. By definition of θi in

(11),

1

ri
θi = Eν

[ ∑
t|D(t)=i

g
(zi(t)
ci

)]
,

=

ci∑
k=1

g
( k
ci

) ∑
t|D(t)=i, zi(t)=k

1,

=

ci∑
k=1

g
( k
ci

)
Eν

k+

[
r
(
Fi,σ(νk+)

)]
,

where the last equality follows from Corollary (16). Combining this with Lemma 17, Lemma 18

and Proposition 1, we have,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]]
≤
(

1 +
2

ci

)
(1 +κi)

1

ri
θi +

2

riεici
OPTi.

Substituting this in Lemma 12, we get,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt

]
≥
(

1− 1/e− 2

εici

)
OPTi−

(
1 +

2

ci

)
(1 +κi)θi.

�
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The final step in proving Theorem 11 is to establish the Perturbation property (15) for the various

families of usage distributions discussed in Section 5. In Appendix F.3, we prove (15) for these

families of distributions, starting with the simplest case of two-point distributions. These proofs

rely on using the knowledge of distribution Fi to further characterize the set s(νk+), followed by

carefully constructed coupling arguments that also critically use the structure of Fi.

Note that to prove (15), we will typically show a stronger statement by considering a set S(νk+)

that is a superset of s(νk+) and show that,

r
(
Fi,S(νk+)

)
≤
(
1 +κi(εi, ci)

)
r
(
Fi,σ(νk+)

)
,

for a suitably small κi. Inequality (15) then follows by using the monotonicity property (Lemma

5). This will give us freedom to consider sets S(νk+) that are easier to characterize than s(νk+).

In absence of any assumptions about the distribution Fi, it is not formally clear to us if (15) still

holds, though we conjecture that it does.

5.2. Performance of RBA Beyond Online Matching

Recall that the online assortment with multi-unit demand model generalizes the settings of online

assortment optimization and online budgeted allocation. For the setting of online budgeted alloca-

tions (i.e., online matching with multi-unit demand), we generalize RBA as follows: given arrival

t with demand bit ≥ 0 for resource i ∈ I and set St denoting the set of avilable resources with an

edge to t, we match t to,

arg max
i∈St

bit∑
k=1

ri

(
1− g

(
zi(t, k)

ci

))
,

where zi(t, k) denotes the k−th highest available unit of i when t arrives. In the general model of

online assortments with multi-unit demand, each arrival has an associated choice model φt and we

offer the following assortment to t,

arg max
S⊆St

∑
i∈S

[
riφt(S, i)

bit∑
k=1

(
1− g

(
zi(t, k)

ci

))]
.

The key ingredients of our analysis for matching namely, conditioning and covering, are not helpful

in case of budgeted allocations or assortments. To understand this in more detail, consider first the

fundamental ordering Lemma 13. In case of budgeted allocations and assortments, for arbitrary

arrival t with an edge to i, whether unit k of i is matched to t depends not just on the past usage

durations of units k+ >k but also of units k− ≤ k. The root cause is that customers can now have

different preference ordering among resources. A resource j may be less preferred than resource

i by customer 1 but more preferred by customer 2. This substantially complicates the stochastic

dependencies that arise out of reusability. Consider the following concrete example for budgeted

allocations.
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Example 5.1. We are given two resources {1,2}, each with a reward of 1 per unit and capacity

of 2 units (example can be generalized to a setting with arbitrary capacity). Let resource 2 be

non-reusable and let the usage durations of resource 1 come from a two point distribution with

support {0.5,1.5} and probability 0.5 of either possibility. Consider a sequence with three arrivals

t1, t2, t3 occurring at time 1,2, and 3 respectively. The first two arrivals have a bid of 2 for resource

1 and bid 1 for resource 2 i.e., both arrivals prefer resource 1 if both its units are available. Arrival

t3 has the opposite preference and requires 1 unit of resource 1 or 2 units of resource 2.

Consider the actions of RBA on this instance. Arrival t1 is allocated 2 units of resource 1. If

these units return before the second arrival then resource 1 is also matched to t2. Overall, with

non-zero probability resource 1 is matched to the first two arrivals and is still available when t3

arrives. However, in this scenario resource 2 is matched to t3. Now, consider a different sample

path where the units of resource 1 allocated to arrival t1 do not return by t2. In this case, RBA

allocates a unit of the non-reusable resource 2 to arrival t2. Subsequently, arrival t3 is allocated a

unit of resource 1. Therefore, we have two sample paths where resource 1 is available to allocate

to arrival t3, however, the actions of RBA are different on these sample paths. This behavior is

quite unlike the case of matching (for instance, recall Corollary 15).

A very similar instance can be constructed for the setting of online assortments (included in

Appendix F.5). Overall, the stochasticity in reusability interacts in a non-trivial way with the

arrival dependent aspect of bids in budgeted allocations, and random choice rankings in case of

assortments. Without reusability, and more specifically, without stochasticity in reusability, this

interaction disappears. Indeed, as shown by Feng et al. (2019), the results from online assortments

with non-reusable resources generalize naturally to the special case of reusable resources with

deterministic usage durations.

In summary, the ingredients that enable us to derive a general framework of analysis for RBA

in case of online matching, do not apply more generally. Substituting for these ingredients in more

general models appears to be challenging and is left open as an interesting technical question.

6. Challenge with Small Inventory: Connection to Stochastic Rewards

While our work provides algorithms with the best possible guarantee for reusable resources in the

large inventory regime, finding an algorithm that outperforms greedy for small inventory remains

open. It is worth noting that the case where all inventories are equal to 1 is the most general setting

of the problem (see Proposition 1 in Gong et al. (2021)). In this section, we shed new light on the

difficulty of this problem by establishing a connection between a very special case of reusability

and the well studied problem of online matching with stochastic rewards.
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Consider the setting where matched resources return immediately and can be re-matched to

subsequent arrivals i.e., usage durations are deterministically 0. It is not surprising that the greedy

solution is optimal for this instance, as the capacity of each resource is virtually unlimited. At the

other end of the spectrum is the case of non-reusable resources where matched units never return.

Now consider perhaps the simplest setting that captures both these extreme cases where every

matched unit returns immediately with probability p, and never returns (usage duration +∞) w.p.

1−p. This setting isolates a key aspect of reusability – the stochastic nature of the problem. At first

glance one might expect this setting to be straightforward given the observations for the extreme

cases where p= 0 or p= 1. As it turns out, the general case is more interesting.

To make this formal, we consider the stochastic rewards problem of Mehta and Panigrahi (2012)

for non-reusable resources. This problem generalizes online matching by associating a probability

of success pit with every edge (i, t) ∈ E. When a match is made i.e., edge is chosen, it succeeds

independently with this probability. If the match fails the arrival departs but the resource is

available for future rematch. The goal is to maximize the expected number of successful matches.

We show the following connection.

Lemma 20. The problem of online matching with reusability where resources have identical two

point usage distributions supported on {0,+∞}, is equivalent in the competitive ratio sense to

the problem of online matching with stochastic rewards and identical edge probabilities, i.e., an α

competitive online algorithm in one setting can be translated to an α competitive online algorithm

in the other.

Proof of the lemma is presented in Appendix B. For small inventory, the stochastic rewards

problem is well known to be fundamentally different from classic online matching. For instance,

Mehta and Panigrahi (2012) showed that when comparing against a natural LP benchmark, no

online algorithm can have a guarantee better than 0.621 < (1− 1/e) for stochastic rewards with

small inventory, even with identical probabilities. While a recent result for stochastic rewards shows

that this barrier can be circumvented by comparing directly against offline algorithms instead of LP

benchmark4, in general, the setting of reusable resources sharply diverges and becomes much harder

than stochastic rewards. In particular, the stochastic rewards problem with heterogeneous edge

probabilities admits a 1/2 competitive result for arbitrary inventory.5 In contrast, the corresponding

generalization for reusable resources, where the probability of immediate return is arrival/edge

dependent, does not admit any non-trivial competitive ratio result even for large capacity (Theorem

2 in Gong et al. (2021)).

4 Goyal and Udwani (2020) give a (1− 1/e) result for instances of stochastic rewards with decomposable edge proba-
bilities i.e., when for every edge (i, t)∈E the probability can be decomposed as a product pit = pi× pt.
5 This is achieved with greedy algorithms (Mehta et al. 2015, Golrezaei et al. 2014). Improving this is an open problem.
A tight (1− 1/e) result is known for large capacity (Mehta et al. 2007, Golrezaei et al. 2014).
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Very recently, Udwani (2021b) and Delong et al. (2021) made progress in the unit inventory

setting for the special case of online matching with deterministic and identical usage durations

i.e., when every matched resource is used for a fixed duration d ≥ 0. When usage durations are

stochastic, the performance of greedy remains unbeaten.

7. Summary and Future Directions

In this paper, we considered settings in online resource allocation when resources are reusable.

Focusing on the large capacity regime we proposed a new algorithm called Rank Based Allocation

(RBA), that is oblivious to the usage distributions. By developing a scheme to turn adaptive online

algorithms into non-adaptive ones, and using a new LP free system for certifying competitiveness,

we gave a randomized algorithm that achieves the best possible guarantee of (1−1/e) for arbitrary

usage distributions. To show this guarantee in the setting of online assortments we also developed

a novel probability matching subroutine that gives us full control over the substitution behavior in

assortments. These technical ingredients may be useful more broadly. Finally, we showed that the

much simpler (and deterministic) RBA algorithm also achieves the optimal guarantee of (1−1/e)

for online matching when the usage distributions are IFR (roughly speaking).

A natural question that remains open for future work is whether there exists an algorithm that

performs better than greedy when resources have unit capacity (the most general setting). In

fact, many such questions remain open in the low capacity regime including the possibly more

approachable setting of stochastic rewards that we drew a connection to. On the more technical

side, it would be interesting to optimize the convergence rates for the asymptotic guarantees or

show that a deterministic algorithm (like RBA) is asymptotically (1 − 1/e) for general usage

distributions (beyond IFR). Finally, it would be interesting to see if our algorithmic and analytical

framework can be fruitfully applied to other related settings6.
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Appendix A: Challenges with Balance and Primal-Dual

Recall that in case of non-reusable resources, the Balance algorithm combined with primal-dual

analysis leads to the best possible (1− 1/e) guarantee in a variety of settings. Through simple

examples we now demonstrate some of the challenges with applying these ideas to the more general

case of reusable resources. These examples also illustrate the ability of our new approaches to

address reusability.

A.1. Two-point usage distributions

In Section 6 we considered a weak form of reusability where the support is either 0 or +∞. This

allowed us to demonstrate that even simple forms of reusability can be challenging to address

when resource capacities are arbitrary. A slightly more general case where the support of usage

distributions includes a finite non-zero value presents new challenges for the large capacity regime.

Algorithmically, quantities such as the time interval between arrivals and the probability of matched

units returning before the next arrival, now play an important role.

Example A.1. Consider an instance with two resources, labeled 1 and 2. Resources have the same

reward and a large capacity n. We use a two-point usage distribution for both resources, with

support {1,+∞} and probability of return 0.5. Consider a sequence of 4n arrivals as follows: At

time 0 we have a burst of 2n arrivals all within a very short amount of time ε→ 0. These arrivals

can only be matched to resource 1. This is followed by n regularly spaced arrivals at time epochs

{2,4, . . . ,2n}, each of which can be matched to either resource. Finally, we have another burst of n

arrivals that can only be matched to resource 2, at time 2n+ 2. For large n, clairvoyant can match

∼ 3n arrivals with high probability (w.h.p.).

Comparing Balance with RBA: Balance will match to the resource with highest fraction of

remaining capacity. So it matches the first n arrivals (half of the first burst) to resource 1. W.h.p.,

nearly n/2 unit of resource 1 return by time 2 and the rest never return. W.h.p., Balance matches

most of n the arrivals {2, · · · ,2n} to resource 2 and thus, can only match half of the final burst of

n arrivals at time 2n+2. Balance fails to recognize that due to reusability the n/2 remaining units

of resource 1 could all be matched to the second set of n arrivals and, in this way, the “effective”

remaining capacity of resource 1 is n.

Consider the decisions of RBA in this instance. RBA coincides with Balance over the first 2n

arrivals. After the first burst, w.h.p., the highest available unit of resource 1 in RBA is no lower

than n − O(logn). In fact, w.h.p., RBA manages to match a constant fraction (∼ 1/3) of the

n spread out arrivals to resource 1, successfully gauging “effective” inventory of the resource. In

general, the metric zi(t) is very sensitive to reusability, i.e., it tends to have a high value when

arrivals are spaced out and units return “frequently enough”, and when this is not the case it acts

closer to Balance and protects resources with low inventory.
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What about fluid reusability? Does the framework of turning adaptive algorithms into non-

adaptive ones by means of using a fluid guide (see Section 3), addresses the above issue with

Balance? Notice that even when we consider the fluid versions of usage distributions in Example

A.1, the actions of Balance do not change.

Challenges with primal-dual analysis: From an analysis standpoint, it has previously been

observed that using the primal-dual framework of Devanur et al. (2013) and Buchbinder et al.

(2007), a cardinal technique of analysis in case of non-reusable resources, presents non-trivial

challenges and typical dual fitting arguments do not seem to work (Rusmevichientong et al. 2020,

Gong et al. 2021, Feng et al. 2019). Let us see a concrete demonstration through Example A.1.

Consider the following linear program.

min
∑
t

λt +
∑

(i,t)∈E

ciθit (16)

s.t. λt +
∑

τ |a(τ)≥a(t)

[1−Fi(a(τ)− a(t))] · θiτ ≥ ri ∀(i, t)∈E

λt, θit ≥ 0 ∀t∈ T, i∈ I

It can be verified that this is the dual of the natural LP upper bound on clairvoyant (see Appendix

H.3). Given an online algorithm ALG (with expected revenue ALG), if one can find a dual fitting

λt ≥ 0 and θiτ ≥ 0 such that,

(i) λt +
∑

τ |a(τ)≥a(t)[1−Fi(a(τ)− a(t))] · θiτ ≥ α · ri, ∀(i, t)∈E.

(ii) ALG≥
∑

t λt +
∑

(i,t)∈E ciθit.

Then, by weak duality ALG is α competitive. It can be shown that the for the certificate above,

standard gain splitting approach for finding a feasible dual solution cannot be used to obtain tight

guarantees for stochastic (or even fluid) reusability. The following example presents one instance

where gain splitting fails for standard primal-dual approach.

Example A.1 with additional resources and arrivals. Let rt denote the reduced price com-

puted by Balance for the resource matched to arrival t ∈ [4n] in the original instance. For each

arrival t, we add a dummy non-reusable resource it with price max{0, rt
(1−1/e)

− δ}, for some small

δ > 0. Resource it does not have an edge to any arrival except t. For every t, let it have large

capacity and usage duration of +∞. Finally, let there be additional n/2 arrivals that can match

to resource 2 at the end, making a total of 1.5n arrivals in the final burst.

Lemma A1. Consider the instance given in Example A.1, augmented as described above. Suppose

we allow fractional matching and experience fluid versions of usage distributions such that, if an ε

amount of resource i is matched to t then 0.5ε returns at time t+1 and the other half never returns.

Then, the total revenue of fractional Balance algorithm is < 0.626OPT (< (1− 1/e)OPT).
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Proof. Notice that the matching output by Balance does not change with the addition of

dummy resources. Further, Balance does not match the additional n/2 arrivals added in the final

burst. Therefore, the total reward of Balance is 2.5n. However, OPT now matches first n arrivals

to dummy resources, the next 2n arrivals to resource 1 and in the final burst, matches first n/2

arrivals to dummy resources and final n arrivals to resource 2. The total value of OPT is n(3 +

1/e

1−1/e
+ 0.5−(1/

√
e−1/e)

1−1/e
)> 1

0.626
× 2.5n. �

Remark: Recall that Feng et al. (2019) show (1− 1/e) guarantee for Balance with deterministic

reusability. In contrast, Lemma A1 shows that Balance has a competitive ratio strictly less than

(1− 1/e), even for fluid version of two-point usage distributions. This demonstrates that the case

of purely deterministic usage durations is extremely special.

A.2. Exponential usage distributions

We consider a different example below to further demonstrate RBA’s ability to adapt to arrival

sequence and usage distribution, without explicitly using the distribution.

Example A.2. Consider a setting with two resources that have rewards r1 = 1 and r2 = 2 and

large starting capacities n. The usage time distribution of both resources is exponential with rate

µ (mean 1/µ). We receive an arrival sequence where the first n− 1 arrivals come in a very short

span of time ε→ 0 and are only interested in a unit of resource 2. Suppose that the next arrival,

call it t0, is 1 unit of time later and can be matched to either resource.

Comparing Greedy, Balance, and RBA: All algorithms match the first n − 1 arrivals to

resource 2. Greedy matches t0 to resource 2 for every value of µ. On the other hand, Balance will

be quite risk-averse and protect resource 2 from being matched unless µ> 0.5 (roughly). RBA, on

the other hand, responds quite nimbly to µ. It will protect resource 2 when µ→ 0 i.e., the 1 unit

time interval is insignificant for inventory to replenish. For every non-infinitesimal value of µ, the

highest available unit of resource 2 will have index at least n−O(logn) with high probability and

therefore, RBA will act greedily and match the arrival to resource 2. Figure 1 summarizes these

differences between the algorithms.

A.3. Variants of Balance

Examples A.1 and A.2 hint at the following “switching” behavior: In phases of arrivals where

resources return “frequently” relative to the arriving demand, it is better to be greedy. On the

other hand, when arrivals occur in a large batch and resources can not return in time, we should

follow Balance to protect diminishing resources. Since we have no information about future arrivals

it is not clear how an online algorithm can make this “switch” optimally. While RBA manages to

perform this switch quite nimbly, the following natural variants of Balance fail to do so.
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Figure 1 Comparison of Greedy, Balance, and RBA on Example A.2. Numbers on the y axis denote the resource

matched to t0 w.h.p..

(i) An algorithm that uses distributional knowledge to deduce when some items are not going

to return and refreshes the maximum capacity instead of just the remaining capacity. In

the context of Example A.1, this algorithm would realize after 1 unit of time that the units

of resource 1 that have not returned, will never return. Subsequently, it computes a new

maximum capacity of n/2 for resource 1 at time 1, and treats the resource as if it were at full

capacity. It is not hard to see that in general this ends up converging to the greedy algorithm

(when the return probabilities approach 0 for instance).

(ii) An algorithm that anticipates that items are going to return in the future and considers a

more optimistic remaining capacity level. In Example A.1, this algorithm would deduce that

there are no further items returning after time 1. Therefore, it makes the same decisions as

Balance on the instance in Example A.1.

Appendix B: Connection to Stochastic Rewards Problem

Recall that the stochastic rewards problem of Mehta and Panigrahi (2012) generalizes online match-

ing (with non-reusable resources) by associating a probability of success pit with every edge (i, t)∈

E. When a match is made i.e., edge is chosen, it succeeds independently with this probability. If

the match fails the arrival departs but the resource is available for future rematch.

We introduce an equivalent form of stochastic rewards where the reward is deterministic and

independent of the success/failure of matching. Formally, consider the stochastic rewards setting

with identical success probability p for every edge and resources with unit reward. We transform

this to an instance of the following problem:

Online matching with stochastic consumption: Each edge has a probability p of success.

We assume that p > 0. If an arrival is matched to some resource, we earn a unit reward. After each
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match, a unit of the matched resource is used forever w.p. p, independent of other outcomes. With

the remaining probability 1−p, we do not lose a unit of the resource. Recall, we earn a unit reward

in either realization.

We can denote an instance of either of these problems simply as (G,p), where G is the graph

and p > 0 is the edge probability. Now, consider the family of non-anticipative algorithms for

these problems, i.e., algorithms (online or offline) that do not know the realization of any match

beforehand. Every online algorithm is naturally non-anticipative. Offline algorithms such as the

clairvoyant benchmark, as well the stronger fully offline benchmark that can match arrivals in an

arbitrary sequence (Goyal and Udwani 2020), are both non-anticipative. Evaluating competitive

ratios against non-anticipative offline algorithms, we have the following result.

Lemma B2. The problem of online matching with stochastic consumption (with probability p >

0) is equivalent in the competitive ratio sense to the problem of online matching with stochastic

rewards and identical edge probabilities, i.e., an α competitive online algorithm in one setting can

be translated to an α competitive online algorithm in the other.

C onsider an instance of the stochastic rewards problem and a non-anticipative algorithm A,

that can be offline or online. Consider the alternate reward function where each time A makes a

match we obtain a deterministic reward p regardless of the outcome of the match. Due to non-

anticipativity of A and using the linearity of expectation, the expected total alternative reward of

A is the same as its expected total reward.

Now, consider an instance (G,p) of the (online matching with stochastic) consumption problem

with p > 0. Given algorithm A for the stochastic rewards problem, we can obtain an algorithm

A′ for the stochastic consumption problem by simulating A on a coupled instance (G,p) of the

stochastic reward problem. The total expected reward of A′ for the consumption problem is 1
p

times the alternative reward of A on instance (G,p) for the stochastic rewards problem.

Observe that we can proceed in the reverse direction with similar arguments, i.e., given an

algorithm B′ for the consumption problem, we can construct an algorithm B for the stochastic

rewards problem via simulating B′ on a coupled instance of the consumption problem. The expected

reward of B on an instance (G,p) of the stochastic rewards problem is p times the expected reward

of B′ on the instance (G,p) of the consumption problem.

Since these arguments hold for both online and offline algorithms, the constant factor of p (or

1/p) cancels out for p > 0 and we have the desired competitive ratio equivalence. �

Proof of Lemma 20. It is now easy to see that the stochastic consumption problem is equivalent

to the setting of online matching with reusable resources when the usage distributions for every

resource is supported on {0,+∞}, with probability of return 1− p. To make this connection, we

simply interpret unsuccessful consumption of a resource in the stochastic consumption setting as
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the resource returning with duration 0 in the reusable resources setting, and vice versa. Given this

interpretation, we can now directly use an algorithm from one setting in the other setting with the

same expected reward. �

More generally, consider the stochastic rewards problem with heterogeneous edge probabilities

pit. The greedy algorithm that matches each arrival to the resource with highest expected reward

is 1/2 competitive for this general problem. Now, consider the corresponding generalization in the

reusable resource setting with two point usage distributions supported on {0,+∞} and return

probability 1−pit for edge (i, t). This problem does not admit any constant factor competitive ratio

result (Theorem 2 in Gong et al. (2021)). The proof of equivalence breaks down since the expected

reward of a match (i, t) in the stochastic rewards setting is now pit. In contrast, the reward for a

match in the reusable resource setting is 1, as before. As the ratio between these rewards is now

arrival dependent (unlike the case of identical probabilities) it does not cancel out as a constant

factor when evaluating the competitive ratios.

Appendix C: Validity of Generalized Certificate

Lemma. Given an online algorithm ALG, non-negative values {λt(ω,ν)}t,ω,ν and {θi}i such that

condition (1) holds and,

θi +Eω,ν
[ ∑
t∈Pi(ω,ν)

λt(ω,ν)
]
≥ αiriEω

[ ∑
t∈Pi(ω,ν)

1
]
∀i∈ I, (17)

for some valid collection P (ω,ν) = {P1(ω,ν), · · · , Pi(ω,ν)}. We have,

ALG≥ miniαi
β

OPT.

Proof of Lemma 3. We start by summing over the “pseudo-rewards” (LHS in (17)) over all i,

∑
i

(
θi +Eω,ν

[ ∑
t∈Pi(ω,ν)

λt(ω,ν)
])

=
∑
i

θi +Eω,ν
[∑

i

∑
t∈Pi(ω,ν)

λt(ω,ν)
]

(a)

≤
∑
i

θi +Eω,ν
[∑

t

λt(ω,ν)
]

(b)
=
∑
i

θi +
∑
t

λt ≤ βALG.

Inequality (a) follows from the fact that P (ω,ν) is collection of disjoint subsets of T . Equality

(b) follows by exchanging the order of the sum and expectation and using the definition λt =

Eω,ν [λt(ω,ν)]. Using (17) we have, βALG≥
∑

iαiOPTi ≥ (miniαi)OPT. �
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C.1. Tightness of LP free Certificate

For simplification, consider a deterministic setting and a deterministic online algorithm such that

the LP free certificate is given by the following inequalities,∑
t∈T

λt +
∑
i∈I

θi ≤ βALG∑
t∈OPT(i)

λt + θi ≥ αriOPTi ∀i∈ I,

λt, θi ≥ 0.

We view this linear system as an LP with a trivial objective of minimizing 0 (a constant). The

dual of the LP is

max −βALGy+α
∑
i∈I

riOPTi xi

s.t. 0≤ xi ≤ y ∀i∈ I,

y≥ 0.

The optimal value of this LP is maxy≥0

[
(−βALG+α

∑
i∈I riOPTi)y

]
. Thus, from strong duality

we have that ALG≥ α
β
OPT, if and only if our LP-free system has a feasible solution. This implies

that our certificate is tight i.e., if ALG has a competitive ratio guarantee of γ ∈ (0,1], then there

exists a feasible solution to our linear system with αi = 1∀i∈ I and β = 1/γ.

Appendix D: Missing Details from Proof of Theorem 1

D.1. Properties of (F,σ,p) Random Process

Lemma (Monotonicity Property). Given a distribution F , arrival set σ= {σ1, · · · , σT}, and prob-

ability sequences p1 = (p11, · · · , p1T ) and p2 = (p21, · · · , p2T ) such that, p1t ≤ p2t for every t∈ [T ], we

have,

r(Fi,σ,p1)≤ r(Fi,σ,p2).

Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose the resource is available at some arrival σt ∈ σ. Recall that inde-

pendent of all other randomness in the random process, w.p. pt we switch the resource to in-use at

σt and w.p. 1−pt the resource stays available till at least the next arrival. Consider an alternative

random process where given a set σ and probability sequence p, we first sample a random subset

σp of σ as follows: independently for each arrival σt ∈σ, include the arrival in the subset w.p. pt.

Taking expectation over this random sampling we claim that,

E[r(Fi,σp)] = r(Fi,σ,p).

This is a direct implication of the fact that an available resource is switched to unavailable inde-

pendent of other events.
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Now, consider random processes (Fi,σ,p1) and (Fi,σ,p2) as given in the statement of the lemma.

We establish the main claim by using the alternative viewpoint defined above to couple the two

processes. To be more precise, we couple the subset sampling stage in the two processes. First,

sample a random subset σp1 by including each arrival σt with corresponding probability p1t. Next,

sample subset σp2\p1 of σ by independently including arrival σt w.p. p2t − p1t, for every σt ∈ σ.

Finally, let σp2 =σp1 ∪σp2\p1 . Since for every t, σt ∈σp2 with probability p2t independent of other

points in σp2 , we have,

E[r(Fi,σp2)] = r(Fi,σ,p2) and E[r(Fi,σp1)] = r(Fi,σ,p1).

Observe that σp1 ⊆ σp2 on every sample path. Thus, to finish the proof it suffices to argue that

r(F,σ1) ≤ r(F,σ2) if σ1 ⊆ σ2. Consider (F,σ1) and (F,σ2) random processes and the straight-

forward coupling of usage durations where we have a list of i.i.d. samples drawn according to

distribution F and each process independently parses this list in order, moving to the next sample

whenever the current sample is used and never skipping samples. On any coupled path, the num-

ber of transitions made on arrivals in σ2 is lower bounded by the number of transitions made on

arrivals in σ1, giving us the desired. �

Lemma. Given a (F,σ,p) random process, let σ′ ⊂σ be a subset of arrivals where the probability

of resource being available is zero. Then, the random processes (F,σ,p) and (F,σ,p ∨ 1σ′) are

equivalent i.e., at every arrival in σ the probability that resource is available is the same in both

processes.

Proof of Lemma 6. It suffices to show the lemma for a subset σ′ consisting of a single arrival.

The result for general σ′ then follows by repeated application. Now, let σt denote an arbitrary

arrival in σ such that w.p. 1, the resource is in-use when σt arrives. Observe that we can change the

probability pt associated with σt arbitrarily, but this does not change the probability of resource

being available at σt. In particular, w.p. 1, the resource is in-use when σt arrives in the (F,σ,p∨1t)

random process as well. Consequently, the probabilities at other arrivals are unchanged in going

from (F,σ,p) to (F,σ,p∨1t). �

Lemma. The probability of reward at any arrival σt in the (F,σ,p) random process is the same as

the fraction of resource available at arrival σt in the fluid counterpart. Consequently, the expected

reward in every (F,σ,p) random process is exactly equal to the total reward in the fluid (F,σ,p)

process.

Proof of Lemma 7. The proof hinges on the fact that in the (F,σ,p) random process, the

duration of every state transition is independent of past randomness. We can therefore write a
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recursive equation for the probability of reward at every arrival. Let η(σt) denote the probability

that the resource is available when σt ∈σ arrives. We have,

η(σt) = η(σt−1)
(
1− pt−1

)
+

t−1∑
τ=1

η(στ )pτ
(
F (σt−στ )−F (σt−1−στ )

)
,

where η(σ1) = 1. By forward induction, it is easy to see that this set of equations has a unique

solution. Now, if we were to use η(σt) to represent the fraction of resource available at σt in the

fluid process, then we would obtain the same recursive relation with the same starting condition of

η(σ1) = 1. Thus, the probability of resource availability at σt in the random process is exactly equal

to the fraction of resource available at σt in the fluid process. Therefore, the expected reward ptη(σt)

from a match occurring at σt in the (F,σ,p) random process equals the reward from consumption

at σt in the fluid process. �

D.2. Applying Chernoff and Missing Pieces of Theorem 1

Lemma (From Multiplicative Chernoff). Given integer τ > 0, real value c > 0, independent indi-

cator random variables 1(t) for t∈ [τ ] and δ=
√

2 log c
c

such that,
∑τ

t=1 E [1(t)]≤ c
1+δ

. We have,

P

(
τ∑
t=1

1(t)≥ c

)
≤ 1

c
.

Proof of Lemma 9. Let µ= c
1+δ

. Let the condition on total mean hold with equality i.e.,

τ∑
t=1

E [1(t)] = µ

This is w.l.o.g., as we can always add some number of dummy independent binary random variables

to make the condition hold with equality. Now applying the standard multiplicative Chernoff bound

for binary random variables we have,

P
( τ∑
t=1

1(t)≥ (1 + δ)µ= c
)
≤ e−

µδ2

2+δ <
1

c
.

�

Appendix E: From Matching to Multi-unit Assortments

In this section we generalize the (1− 1/e) result for the following model.

Online Assortments with Multi-unit demand: Customer t requires up to bit ≥ 0 units of

resource i ∈ I. Given an assortment S, the customer chooses at most one resource from S with

probabilities given by choice model φt. Let yi(t) denote the number of units of resource i when

t arrives. Selection of resource i results in min{yi(t), bit} units of resource i being used for an

independently drawn duration d∼ Fi, and a reward min{yi(t), bit}ri (results hold even if each of
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the bit units is used for an independent random duration). The assortment S that we offer must

belong to a downward closed feasible set Ft. Choice model φt and quantities bit are revealed when

t arrives.

Similar to the online matching problem, we will work in the large capacity regime. Due to multi-

unit (budgeted) allocations this is more accurately the large budget to bid ratio regime, where the

parameter,

γ := min
i∈I, t∈T

ci
bit
, approaches +∞.

We compare online algorithms against a clairvoyant algorithm that knows the choice models and

quantities bit for all arrivals in advance but makes assortment decisions in order of the arrival

sequence and observes (i) realizations of customer choice after showing the assortment and (ii)

realizations of usage duration when used units return (same as an online algorithm). Further, in

case of assortments we make the standard assumptions (Golrezaei et al. (2014), Rusmevichientong

et al. (2020), Gong et al. (2021)) that for every arrival t ∈ T , choice model φt satisfies the weak

substitution property i.e.,

φt(S, i)≥ φt(S ∪{j}, i), ∀i, j 6∈ S, ∀t∈ T. (18)

We also assume access to an assortment optimization oracle that takes a choice model φ and set of

feasible solutions F as input and outputs a feasible revenue maximizing assortment More generally,

an α approximate oracle is also acceptable and in this case the competitive ratio guarantee is

(1− 1/e)α.

Since we now need to think in terms of sets of resources offered to arrivals, a relatively straight-

forward way to generalize G-ALG will be to fractionally “match” every arrival to a collection of

revenue maximizing assortments/sets, consuming constituent resources in a fluid fashion in accor-

dance with the choice probabilities.

Description of Assort G-ALG (Algorithm 4): Observe that the stochasticity due to choice

has been converted to its fluid version. Specifically, arrival t ∈ T is fractionally “matched” to

assortments A(1, t), · · · ,A(m,t) for some m≥ 0. The weight/fraction of assortment A(j, t) is given

by u(j, t)> 0 and we have,
∑m

j=1 u(j, t)≤ 1. The amount of resource i (fluidly) consumed as a result

of this is given by
∑

A(j,t)3i u(j, t)φ
(
A(j, t), i

)
. The collection of assortments is found by computing

the revenue maximizing assortment with reduced prices computed according to RBA rule, as in

the case of matching. The values y(ki, t) in the algorithm correspond to the total fraction of unit

ki that is fluidly chosen by arrival t. The weights u(j, t) are chosen to ensure that y(ki, t) does not

exceed the fraction of ki that was available when t arrived. We assume w.l.o.g. that the oracle that

outputs revenue maximizing assortments never includes resources with zero probability of being

chosen in the assortment. Interestingly, the performance guarantee of the relaxed online algorithm

Assort G-ALG, depends only on cmin = mini∈I ci.
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ALGORITHM 4: Assort G-ALG

Output: For every arrival t, collection of assortments and probabilities {A(η, t), u(η, t)}η;

Let g(t) = e−t, and initialize Y (ki) = 1 for every i∈ I, ki ∈ [ci];

for every new arrival t do
For every ki ∈ [ci] and t≥ 2, update values

Y (ki) = Y (ki) +

t−1∑
τ=1

(
Fi
(
a(t)− a(τ)

)
−Fi

(
a(t− 1)− a(τ)

))
y(ki, τ)

// Fluid update of returning capacity

Initialize St = {i | (i, t)∈E}, values η= 0, and y(ki, t) = 0 for all i∈ St, ki ∈ [ci];

while η < 1 and St 6= ∅ do
for i∈ St do

if Y (ki) = 0 for every ki ∈ [ci] then remove i from St;

else zi = arg max
ki∈[ci]

{ki | Y (ki)> 0}; // Highest available unit

end

A(η, t) = arg max
S∈St

∑
i∈S bitriφt(S, i)

(
1− g

(
zi
ci

))
// Optimal assortment with RBA

u(η, t) = min
{

1− η,mini∈A(η,t)
Y (zi)

bitφt(A(η,t),i)

}
// Fractional assortment

Update η→ η+u(η, t);

for i∈A(η, t) do
Update y(zi, t)→ y(zi, t) +u(η, t) bit φt(A(η, t), i); Y (zi)→ Y (zi)− y(zi, t);

// Inventory update after fluid customer choice
end

end
end

Lemma E3. For every instance of the online budgeted assortment problem we have,

Assort G-ALG≥ (1− 1/e)e
− 1
cmin OPT.

Proof. Note that the sample path ω now also includes the randomness due to customer choice.

Let O(ω, i) denote the set of all arrivals on sample path ω in OPT where some units of i are

chosen. Since each arrival chooses (possibly multiple units of) at most one resource, we interpret

O(ω, i) as the set of arrivals “matched” to i. Let b(ω, i, t) denote the number of units of i chosen in

OPT at arrival t ∈O(ω, i). Let zi(t
+) be the highest index unit of resource i that has a non-zero

fraction available in Assort G-ALG at t+. We use the generalized certification with sample path

based variables λt(ω). Given a sample path ω and resource i∈ I, we set,

λt(ω) = b(ω, i, t)ri

(
1− g

(zi(t+)

ci

))
, (19)
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for every arrival t ∈O(ω, i). Let λt = Eω[λt(ω)]. Recall that y(ki, t) is the total fraction of unit ki

that is fluidly chosen by arrival t. By definition of Assort G-ALG, we have

λt ≤
∑

i∈I, ki∈[ci]

y(ki, t) ri

(
1− g

(
ki
ci

))
,

i.e., λt is at most the expected total reward at t in Assort G-ALG calculated with units at their

reduced price. Setting θi as before (when proving Lemma 4) i.e.,

θi = ci

(
e

1
ci − 1

)
ri
∑
t

∑
k∈[ci]

y(ki, t)g
( k
ci

)
,

we have that condition (1) of the certificate is satisfied with β = e1/cmin .

The remaining analysis now mimics the proof of Lemma 4. We generalize the basic setup to

demonstrate this formally. Let 1(¬k, t+) indicate that no fraction of unit k is available in Assort

G-ALG right after t has been matched. Recall that ∆g(k) = g
(
k−1
ci

)
− g
(
k
ci

)
. By definition of λt

(see (19)), we have

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt(ω)
]
≥ (1− 1/e)OPTi− riEω

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

b(ω, i, t)
∑
k∈[ci]

∆g(k)1(¬k, t+)
]
.

Fix an arbitrary unit kO of i and let O(ω,kO) denote the set of arrivals on sample path ω in

OPT where kO is one of the chosen units of i. Note that O(ω,kO) is a subset of O(ω, i). Using the

decomposition above, it suffices to show that,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,kO)

∑
k∈[ci]

∆g(k)1(¬k, t+)
]
≤ 1

ciri
θi.

The proof of this inequality follows Lemma 4 verbatim. Crucially, we have the following inequalities

that complete the proof,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,kO)

1(¬k, t+)
]
≤ r(Fi,s(k))≤ r(Fi,T ,p(k)),

where s(k),T , and p(k) are as defined in Lemma 4 i.e., s(k) is the ordered set of all arrivals t

(arrival times a(t) to be precise) such that 1(¬k, t+) = 1 in Assort G-ALG. T is the ordered set

of all arrivals. Finally, probabilities p(k, t) ∈ p(k) are defined as follows: p(k, t) = 0 if y(k, t) = 0,

otherwise p(k, t) = y(k,t)

η(k,t)
, where η(k, t) is the fraction of k available in Assort G-ALG when t

arrives. �

The main new challenge in turning Assort G-ALG into Sample Assort G-ALG is that we must

deal with scenarios where Assort G-ALG directs some mass towards a set A but only a subset of

resources in A are available in Sample G-ALG. Recall that in case of matching, if the randomly

chosen resource is unavailable we simply leave t unmatched. We could consider a similar approach
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here whereby if any unit of sampled set A is unavailable then we do not offer A. However, this

will not preserve the overall revenue in expectation as the probability of every resource in A being

available simultaneously is likely to be small. If it were acceptable to offer an assortment with

items that are not available in Sample G-ALG then we could also offer the set A as is. The

underlying assumption in such a case is that if the arrival chooses an unavailable item then we earn

no reward and the arrival simply departs (called static substitution in Ma et al. (2021)). However,

in many applications it may not be possible or desirable to offer an assortment where some items

are unavailable.

An alternative approach is to offer the subset S of A that is available in Sample G-ALG at t.

However, this can affect the choice probability for resources i∈ S∩A in non-trivial ways, and thus,

affect future availability of resources in a way that is challenging to control. In other words, the

concentration bounds that show Sample G-ALG has the same performance as G-ALG for large

inventory, will not apply here. Consequently, we need to find a way to display some subsets of A

such that, (i) the overall probability of any given resource being allocated is no larger than if we

offered A itself and (ii) we do not rely on multiple resources in A being available simultaneously.

The main novelty of our approach to tackle this problem will be to switch our perspective from

sets of resources back to individual resources. Specifically, for each resource we find the overall

probability that the resource is chosen by a given arrival and then use these probabilities as our

guideline i.e., given the subset S ⊆ A of resources that is available, we find a new collection of

assortments so that for every available resource, the overall probability of the resource being chosen

matches this probability in the original collection of assortments in Assort G-ALG. The main

idea here is a probability matching, made non trivial by the fact that we are restricted to choice

probabilities given by the choice model. We find an iterative polytime algorithm (Algorithm 3) that

ensures that the probability of a resource being chosen by an arrival in Sample G-ALG, matches

that in Assort G-ALG.

Recall that γ := min(i,t)∈E
ci
bit

. We are interested in the case where γ→+∞. Note that we assume

knowledge of a lower bound on γ in Sample Assort G-ALG. Overloading notation, we denote this

lower bound also as γ.

Lemma. (Lemma 10 restated) Consider a choice model φ : 2N ×N → [0,1] satisfying the weak

substitution property (see (18)), an assortment A⊆N belonging to a downward closed feasible set

F , a subset S ⊆A and target probabilities ps such that, ps ≤ φ(A,s) for every s∈ S. There exists a

collection A= {A, · · · ,Am} of m= |S| assortments along with weights
(
ui
)
∈ [0,1]m, such that the

following properties are satisfied:

(i) For every i∈ [m], Ai ⊆ S and thus, Ai ∈F .

(ii) Sum of weights,
∑

i∈[m] ui ≤ 1.
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ALGORITHM 5: Sample Assort G-ALG

Initialize capacities yi(0) = ci and let δ =
√

2 logγ
γ

;

for every new arrival t do
Update capacities {yi(t)}i∈I for resources with returning units and let St = {i | yi(t)≥ bit};

Get collection of assortments {A(η, t), u(η, t)}η from Assort G-ALG;

Randomly sample collection η w.p. u(η, t);

For sampled η, let Â, Û = Probability Match
(
A(η, t)∩St,{ 1

1+δ
φt(A,s)}s∈A(η,t)∩St

)
;

Randomly sample asssortment Âj ∈ Â with distribution Û ;

// Assortment may be empty with non-zero probability

Offer Âj to t and update capacity after t chooses;
end

(iii) For every s∈ S,
∑

Ai3s
ui φ(Ai, s) = ps.

Algorithm 3 computes such a collection A along with weights (ui) in O(m2) time.

Proof of Lemma 10. We give a constructive proof that outlines Algorithm 3 introduced earlier.

Let,

q0
s = φ(S, s) and ζ0

s =
ps
q0
s

for every s∈ S.

Observe that q0
s ≥ φ(A,s)≥ ps, due to substitutability. Thus, ζ0

s ≤ 1 for every s∈ S.

Let s1 be an element in S with the smallest value ζ0
s1

. Let A1 = S be the first set added to

collection A with u1 = ζ0
s1

, so that u1φ(A1, s1) = ps1 . We will ensure that all subsequent sets added

to A do not include the element s1 and this will guarantee condition (iii) for element s1. Next,

define the set S1 = S\{s1}. Let,

q1
s = φ(S1, s)≥ q0

s and ζ1
s =

ps−u1q
0
s

q1
s

for every s∈ S1.

Observe that ζ1
s ∈ [0,1] for every s ∈ S1. Let s2 denote the element with the smallest value ζ1

s2
,

out of all elements in S1. If ζ1
s2

= 0 we stop, otherwise we now add the second set A2 = S1 to the

collection with u2 = ζ1
s2

. Inductively, after i iterations of this process, we have added i nested sets

Ai ⊂Ai−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂A1 to the collection and have the remaining set Si =Ai\{si} of |A| − i elements.

Define values,

qis = φ(Si, s) and ζis =
ps−

∑i

k=1 ukq
k−1
s

qis
for every s∈ Si.

Let si+1 ∈ Si be the element with the smallest value ζisi+1
. If ζisi+1

> 0, we add the set Ai+1 = Si to

the collection with ui+1 = ζisi+1
and continue.

Clearly, this process terminates in at most m= |S| steps, resulting in a collection of size at most

m. Each step involves updating the set of remaining elements, computing the new values ζ(·)
s and
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finding the minimum of these values. Thus every iteration requires at most O(m) time and the

overall algorithm takes at most O(m2) time. Due to the nested nature of the sets and downward

closedness of F , condition (i) is satisfied for every set added to the collection. It is easy to verify

that condition (iii) is satisfied for every element by induction. We established the base case for

element s1 in the first iteration. Suppose that the property holds for all elements s1, s2, · · · , si−1.

Then, by the definition of ui we have for element si,

i∑
j=1

ujφ(Aj, si) =
(
ps−

i−1∑
j=1

ujq
j−1
si

)
+

i−1∑
j=1

ujq
j−1
si

= psi .

Since si is excluded from all future sets added to the collection, this completes the induction for

(iii). Finally, to prove property (ii) it suffices to show that,

um ≤ ζ0
sm−1

−
m−1∑
i=1

ui,

as this immediately implies,
∑

i∈[m] ui ≤ ζ0
sm
≤ 1. The desired inequality follows by substituting um

and using the following facts: (i) qjsm is non-decreasing in j due to substitutability, (ii) ui ≥ 0 for

every i∈ [m] since we perform iteration i only if ui = ζi−1
si

> 0. Therefore,

um =
psm −

∑m−1

i=1 uiq
i−1
sm

qm−1
sm

≤
psm − q0

sm

∑m−1

i=1 ui

q0
sm

= ζ0
sm
−
m−1∑
i=1

ui.

�

The probability matching algorithm be executed more efficiently for the commonly used MNL

choice model. Using properties of MNL it suffices to sort the resources in order of values ζ0
s in the

beginning and this ordering does not change as we remove more and more elements. Each iteration

only takes O(1) time and so the process has runtime dominated by sorting a set of size m= |S|
i.e., O(m logm).

Proof of Theorem 2. Recall that γ = min(i,t)∈E
ci
bit

, and y(ki, t) is the total fraction of unit ki

that is fluidly chosen by arrival t in Assort G-ALG. The proof rests simply on showing that for

every i ∈ I and t ∈ T , at least ci/γ (≥ bit) units of i are available at t w.p. at least 1 − 1/γ.

Conditioned on this, from Lemma 10 we have that in Sample Assort G-ALG, i is offered to and

chosen by arrival t w.p. 1
bit(1+δ)

∑
k∈[ci]

y(k, t). This implies a lower bound of 1−1/γ

1+δ

∑
k∈[ci]

y(k, t) on

the expected reward from t choosing i, completing the proof.

Let xit := 1
bit(1+δ)

∑
k∈[ci]

y(k, t). To show that i is available at t w.h.p., we first draw out some

hidden independence in the events of concern. Recall that if less than bit units of i are available

at t then Sample Assort G-ALG does not offer i in any (randomized) assortment to t. Otherwise,

Probability Matching (Algorithm 3) ensures that i is offered and chosen by arrival t w.p. exactly

xit. Now, consider the following alternative process at every arrival,
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1. Given collection {A(η, t), u(η, t)}η from Assort G-ALG, sample assortment A(η, t) indepen-

dently w.p. 1
1+δ

u(η, t).

2. Offer A(η, t) and it customer chooses resource i with insufficient inventory, reject the customer

request.

We refer to this alternative process as the static process. Observe that the static process is prob-

abilistically identical to Sample Assort G-ALG, which first checks the inventory of resources and

then offers an assortment (after running probability matching). Thus, it suffices to show that in

the static process, for every i ∈ I and t ∈ T , at least ci/γ units of i are available at t w.p. at least

1− 1/γ.

Now, consider an arbitrary resource i in the static process and let 1(i→ t) indicate the event

that i is offered to and chosen by t. W.l.o.g., we independently pre-sample usage durations for

every possible match and let 1(dt > a(τ)− a(t)) indicate that the duration of usage pre-sampled

for (a potential) match of i to arrival t is at least a(τ)− a(t). Let γi = ci
maxt′∈T bit′

. Observe that

γi ≤ γ ∀i∈ I. The static process never fails to satisfy customer request for resource i if,

t∑
τ=1

biτ1(i→ τ)1(dτ >a(t)− a(τ))≤ ci(1− 1/γi) ∀t∈ T.

Define binary (not necessarily Bernoulli) random variables Xτ = biτ
maxt′∈T bit′

1(i→ τ)1(dτ > a(t)−

a(τ)) for all τ ≤ t − 1. Random variables Xτ are independent of each other as the assortment

sampled, customer choice, and the duration of usage are all independently sampled at each arrival

(in the static process). From Assort G-ALG, we have the following upper bound on the total

expectation,

µ :=E
[ t∑
τ=1

Xτ

]
=

t∑
τ=1

biτ
maxt′∈T bit′

xiτ
(
1−Fi(a(t)− a(τ))

)
≤ γi

1 + δ
.

Applying the generalized Chernoff bound as stated in Lemma E4, completes the proof. �

Lemma E4. Given integer τ > 0, real value γ > 0, independent binary random variables Xt ∈

{0, xt} with xt ∈ (0,1] ∀t∈ [τ ] and
∑τ

t=1 E [Xt]≤ γ
1+δ

, where δ=
√

2 logγ
γ

. We have,

P

(
τ∑
t=1

Xt >γ− 1

)
≤ 1

γ
.

Proof. Consider bernoulli random variables Yt such that E[Yt] = xtpt ∀t∈ [τ ] and
∑τ

t=1E[Yt]≤
γ

1+δ
. From Lemma 9, we have

P

(
τ∑
t=1

Yt >γ− 1

)
≤ 1

γ
.
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The key step in deriving the Chernoff bound that underlies this inequality is the following upper

bound on the moment generating function of Yt (Goemans 2015). For s≥ 0,

E[esYt ] = (xtpt)e
s + (1−xtpt) = 1 +xtpt (e

s− 1)≤ extpt (es−1). (20)

Using this upper bound along with Markov’s inequality and independence of random variables,

gives the desired bound. Thus, to show the desired bound for independent (non-Bernoulli) random

variables Xt ∈ {0, xt} (where E[Xt] = xtpt), it suffices to establish the upper bound on moment

generating functions given by (20). For s≥ 0, we have

E[esXt ] = pt e
sxt + (1− pt) = 1 + pt (e

sxt − 1).

Unlike (20), here we have the term xt in the exponent. However, for s≥ 0, and xt, pt ∈ [0,1], we

have, pt (e
sxt − 1) ≤ eptxt (es−1) − 1, giving us the same upper bound as (20). This completes the

proof. �

Appendix F: Missing Details for RBA

F.1. Boundedness of Common IFR Distributions

Given,

Li(ε) = max
x≥0

Fi
(
x+F−1

i (ε)
)
−Fi(x)

ε
,

we show that RBA is asymptotically (1− 1/e) competitive if Li(ε)ε→ as ε→ 0. In particular,

if εLi(ε) decreases to 0 as strongly as O(εη) for some η > 0, then we have a polynomial con-

vergence rate of Õ(c
− η

1+η

i ). We show that this holds for many common IFR families (Chapter 2

of Barlow and Proschan (1996)). An approximation for L(ε)ε that eases calculations is given by

{F−1(ε)maxx≥0 f(x)} and F (x)→O(1)xf(x) for small x.

• For exponential, uniform and IFR families with non-increasing density: it is easy

to see that Li(ε) = 1 and thus, η= 1. This implies a Õ(c−0.5
i ) convergence.

• Weibull distributions: This family is characterized by two non-negative parameters λ,k

with c.d.f. given by, F (x) = 1− e(−x/λ)k for x≥ 0. The family is IFR only for k ≥ 1. It is easy to

see that,

L(ε)ε=O(1)ε1/k.

Hence, for any finite λ,k we have Õ(c
− 1

1+k
i ) convergence to (1− 1/e).

• Gamma distributions: This family is given by non-negative parameters k, θ such that the

c.d.f. is F (x) = 1
Γ(k)

γ(k,x/θ). Here Γ, γ are the upper and lower incomplete gamma functions resp..

The family is IFR only for k≥ 1. It can be shown that for small ε, L(ε)ε→O(1)ε1/k. Thus, we have

Õ(c
− 1

1+k
i ) convergence for any finite set of parameter values.
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• Modified Extreme Value Distributions: This family is characterized by the density func-

tion, f(x) = 1
λ
e−

ex−1
λ +x where parameter λ > 0. For small ε we have that L(ε)ε→ O(1)ε, for any

finite λ. Giving a a Õ(c−0.5
i ) convergence.

• Truncated Normal: For truncated normal distribution with finite mean µ, finite variance

σ2, and support [0, b] where b could →∞, it is easy to see that L(ε) =O(1), leading to a Õ(c−0.5
i )

convergence. Note that if the support is given by [a, b] for some a > 0, then we do not have

convergence as L(ε)ε→O(1).

F.2. Proofs of individual components

Lemma. (Lemma 12 restated) Given λt as defined by (11), we have for every resource i,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt

]
≥ (1− 1/e)OPTi− riEω

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]]
.

Proof of Lemma 12. We start with the LHS,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

λt

]
=Eω,ν

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

rD(t)[1− g
(zD(t)

cD(t)

)
]
]
,

(a)

≥ Eω,ν
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ri[1− g
(zi(t)
ci

)
]
]
,

(b)
= riEω,ν

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

(
1− 1/e−

ci∑
k=zi(t)+1

∆g(k)
)]
,

= (1− 1/e)OPTi− riEω,ν
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=zi(t)+1

∆g(k)
]
, (21)

where (a) follows by the fact that RBA matches every arrival to the resource that has maximum

reduced price and (b) follows by observing,

1− g
(zi(t)
ci

)
= (1− 1/e)−

ci∑
k=zi(t)+1

∆g(k).

Finally, we rewrite the Eω,ν [·] term in (21) as follows,

Eω,ν
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=zi(t)+1

∆g(k)
]

=Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

Eν
[ ci∑
k=zi(t)+1

∆g(k)
]]
,

=Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]]
. (22)

�

Lemma. (Lemma 13 restated) Let D(t) denote the resource matched to t by RBA. Given arrival t

with edge to i let 1ν [k�D(t)] denote the event k�D(t) in RBA i.e., RBA would match k to t if

it were available when t arrives. Then, the event 1ν [k�D(t)] is independent of the usage durations

of every unit w� k.
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Proof of Lemma 13. We proceed via contradiction. Assuming the statement is false, consider

two sample paths ν1 and ν2 that agree on the the usage durations of all units and resources except

units k−, where k− � k, such that there is an arrival t where k � D1(t) but k ≺ D2(t). In fact,

suppose t is the earliest arrival where for some unit k+ � k, we have k+ �D1(t) but k+ ≺D2(t)

(the setting of index 1 or 2 over sample paths is arbitrary). Since the usage duration of all units

preceding k are the same on both paths and the matching decisions over these units is consistent

prior to arrival t, we have that the availability status of units preceding k is the same on both

paths when t arrives. Now by definition of RBA, if t is matched to some unit D2(t)� k on one

path then it will be matched to the same unit on the other path, contradiction. �

Lemma. (Lemma 17 restated) For every resource i,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]]
≤Eω

[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

])]
+

2

riεici
OPTi.

Proof of Lemma 17. We start with the observation, Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]
= Eν

k+

[
Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

]
.

Using the classification of each arrival t afforded by the covering function, we get,

Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ] =Xk(νk+ , t) ·Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

+(1−Xk(νk+ , t)) ·Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

≤Xk(νk+ , t) + (1−Xk(νk+ , t)) ·Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ], (23)

here we use the upper bound of 1 on probability Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ], for all t that are covered. As

an aside from the proof, one might wonder if this is too loose an upper bound which might hurt

us later. Typically, it can be shown that if t is covered in k given νk+ , then it is also covered in all

units of i preceding k, conditioned on corresponding partial sample paths that are consistent with

νk+ . So the bound is reasonably tight. Back to the main argument, we now have by substitution,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

]]
≤

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

])]
+

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
(1−Xk(νk+ , t))Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

])]
.

The first term in the inequality is as desired. The next lemma (Lemma F5) shows that the second

term is further upper bounded by 1
riεici

OPTi. �
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Lemma F5. For any resource i and arrival t, given that for any unit k and path νk+, Xk(νk+ , t) = 0

implies Pνk [1(k, t) = 1 | νk+ ]≥ εi, we have that,

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
(1−Xk(νk+ , t)) ·Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

]
≤ 2

εici

If εi = 1 then the upper bound can be tightened to 0. Consequently,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
(1−Xk(νk+ , t))Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

])]
≤ 2

riεici
OPTi.

Proof. Let us focus on the first part of the lemma. If εi = 1 then, Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ] = 0

whenever Xk(νk+ , t) = 0, giving us the desired. So from here on, we let εi < 1. Using ex ≤ 1 +x+x2

for x∈ [0,1], we have that,

∆g(k)≤ (e
1
ci − 1)≤ 1/ci + 1/c2

i ≤ 2/ci, for ci ≥ 1.

Therefore, it suffices to show that,

ci∑
k=1

Eν
k+

[
(1−Xk(νk+ , t)) ·Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

]
≤ 1

εi
. (24)

The proof relies on establishing that the LHS is upper bounded by the expectation of a geometric

r.v. with success probability εi. Fix an arbitrary arrival t and consider the following naturally

iterative process for generating sample paths ν.

We sample the usage durations of units one by one in decreasing order of precedence over units

as previously defined. Suppose that as we generate ν, we also grow an array b(ν) with binary

values. b(ν) is initially an empty array. At the step where usage durations of all units k+ that

strictly precede unit k of i have been sampled, the covering function Xk(νk+ , t) is well defined. If

t is not covered w.r.t. k on the sample path νk+ generated so far, then we add an entry to the

array b. Next, we sample the durations of k , i.e., generate νk. This determines the availability

of k at arrival t. We set the new array entry to 1 if k is available at t and set the entry to 0

otherwise. Thereafter, we move to the next unit dictated by the precedence order. We repeat the

same procedure whenever we reach a unit of resource i. For all other units, we simply generate a

sample path of its usage durations and move to the next unit in order. At the end of the process

(after visiting all units in this manner), we add an entry to the end of the array with value 1 so

that there is always an entry with value 1 in the array.

For any unit k, observe that conditioned on a new array entry being generated when we reach

unit k, the probability that the entry is 1 is given by Eνk [1(k, t) | νk+ ], which is at least εi. Due to

this probability lower bound, the expected number of entries in the array till the first 1, is upper
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bounded by the expected number of trials till the first success of a geometric r.v. with success

probability εi, as desired. Finally, the number of entries in the array before the first 1 is exactly

the number of units that are ranked higher than zi(t) and where t is not covered, proving (24).

Since (24) holds for every arrival t, for any set S of arrivals we have,

∑
t∈S

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
(1−Xk(νk+ , t)) ·Pνk [k > zi(t) | νk+ ]

]
≤ 2

εici
|S|.

�

Lemma. (Lemma 18 restated) For any resource i, unit k, and path νk+, we have,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

Xk(νk+ , t)
]
≤ cir

(
Fi,s(νk+)

)
.

Consequently,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,i)

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

])]
≤
(

1 +
2

ci

) ci∑
k=1

(
g
( k
ci

)
·Eν

k+

[
r
(
Fi,s(νk+)

)])
.

Proof of Lemma 18. Fix an arbitrary unit kO of i in OPT and let O(ω,kO) denote the set of

arrivals matched to this unit on sample path ω in OPT. It suffices to show that,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,kO)

Xk(νk+ , t)
]
≤ r
(
Fi,s(νk+)

)
. (25)

now, recall that the set s(νk+) is defined as the set of all covered arrivals on sample path νk+ , i.e.,

arrivals t for which Xk(νk+ , t) = 1. Therefore,

Eω
[ ∑
t∈O(ω,kO)

Xk(νk+ , t)
]

=Eω
[∣∣O(ω,kO)∩ s(νk+)

∣∣].
Now the proof of (25) follows by a straightforward application of the two list coupling argument

used to prove (9) (Lemma 4). To see the corollary statement, we change the order of summation

in the LHS,

Eω
[ ∑
t|O(t)=i

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

])]
=Eω

[ ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)
∑

t|O(t)=i

Eν
k+

[
Xk(νk+ , t)

]]
.

Using
(

1− 1
ci

)
∆g(k)≤ 1

ci
g(k/ci) completes the proof. �

F.3. Proof of Perturbation Property (Proposition 1) for Various Families

F.3.1. {di,+∞} Distributions. We consider the case where the usage duration for resource i

takes a finite value di w.p. pi and with remaining probability 1−pi, the unit is never returned. This

generalizes both non-reusable resources as well as deterministic reusability. We show inequality

(15) for this family of usage distributions. Then using Lemma 19 we have that for any set of values
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{pi}i∈I , RBA is (1−1/e) competitive with convergence rate O( 1√
cmin

). Focusing on a single resource

i with two-point distribution, we show more strongly that regardless of the usage distributions

of other resources, condition (2) holds for i with αi = 1− 1/e−O( 1√
ci

). We can also sharpen the

convergence rate to O
(

log ci
ci

)
, as promised in Table 1. This requires a subtler analysis that will take

us away from the outline developed previously. Thus, we include a proof with sharper convergence

rate of O
(

log ci
ci

)
separately in Appendix F.4.

Now, to prove (15), fix an arbitrary resource i, unit k and path νk+ . For convenience we treat

εi, κi as parameters instead of functions. Their relationship with each other and with parameter

ci will be determined towards the end when we optimize the convergence rate. First, we claim the

following.

Lemma F6. Any two arrivals t1, t2 in the set σ(νk+) are such that |a(t1)− a(t2)| ≥ di.
Proof. If we are given an ordered set σ(νk+) where this is not true, then consider the earliest

pair of contiguous arrivals in σ(νk+) where this is false and note that the probability of k being

matched to the later of the two arrivals is 0. So we can remove this arrival from the set w.l.o.g.

Repeating this gives a set with the desired property. �

The next lemma gives a superset on the set s(νk+). For a positive value εi ∈ (0,1], let l0 ≥ 1

denote the largest integer such that pl0−1
i ≥ εi. The value of εi, which is also the probability lower

bound used in defining the covering function, will be suitably chosen later in order to optimize the

convergence rate. If σ(νk+) contains less than l0 elements, let σl0 = T .

Lemma F7. Define, S(νk+) = {t | ∃σj s.t. a(t)−a(σj)∈ [0, di) or t≥ σl0}. Then s(νk+)⊆S(νk+).

Proof. For any arrival t 6∈ s(νk+), clearly t < σl0 . Now, if k has usage duration di for at least the

first l0− 1 uses, then we claim that k is available at t. This would imply that that the probability

of k being available at t is at least pl0−1
i , as desired. To see the claim, note that since k can be

matched at most l0− 1 times prior to any t < σl0 , and a finite duration for the first l0− 1 uses of k

implies that k is in use precisely during the intervals ∪l0−1
j=1 (a(σj), a(σj) +di), which do not contain

t by assumption. Therefore, k is available at t when its first l0− 1 durations are finite. �

It remains to show that, r
(
Fi,S(νk+)

)
≤
(
1 +κi

)
r
(
Fi,σ(νk+)

)
.

Proof of (15). The proof follows by considering the simple coupling where we sample the same

number lf of finite usage durations, for both random processes in question. When the value lf ≤
l0−1, the number of matches on set S(νk+) equals the number of matches on σ(νk+). For lf > l0−1

we have a higher reward on the LHS, however we also have the following,

r
(
Fi,S(νk+)

)
≤ r
(
Fi,σ(νk+)

)
+ pl0i r

(
Fi,S(νk+)

)
.

Applying Lemma 5 then gives us (15), with κi = εi
1−εi

. �

Convergence rate: The rate O
(

1
εici

+ εi
1−εi

)
with εi→ 0 for large ci, is optimal for εi = 1√

ci
. A

sharper rate of O
(

log ci
ci

)
is shown in Appendix F.4.
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F.3.2. IFR Distributions. A major advantage in the {di,+∞} case was that if a unit returned

after usage, the duration of usage was always di. In other words, we had the additional structure

that a returning unit of i in RBA and in OPT was used for the exact same duration and the main

question was whether the unit returned at all. More generally, it is not simply a matter of an item

returning after use but also the duration of usage. In particular, the probability that an item is

available for (potential) l-th use is not stated as simply as pl−1
i . In this section, we address the new

issues that arise for continuous IFR distributions.

For convenience we treat εi, κi as parameters instead of functions. Their relationship with each

other and with parameter ci will be determined towards the end when we optimize the convergence

rate. We use fi to refer to the p.d.f. and Fi to refer to the c.d.f.. Recall that the function Li(ε) is

defined as the maximum possible value of the ratio
(
Fi(x+F−1

i (ε))−Fi(x)
)
/ε. We will show that

when the usage distribution of i is IFR and bounded in the following sense,

Li(εi)εi→ 0 as εi→ 0,

then RBA is asymptotically (1−1/e) competitive. More specifically, inequality (2) is satisfied with,

αi = (1− 1/e)−O
(

1

εici
+Li(εi)εi log

( 1

Li(εi)εi

))
.

For distributions where Li(εi)εi = O(εηi ) for some η > 0, the optimal rate is thus, Õ
(
c
− η

1+η

i

)
. In

Appendix F.1, we evaluate this parameter η for some commonly known families of IFR distribu-

tions. Observe that for IFR distributions that have non-increasing densities, such as exponential,

uniform etc., Li(εi) = 1 and we have a resulting convergence rate of O(log ci/
√
ci). In fact, for

exponential distributions we will show a stronger convergence rate of O(1/
√
ci).

To prove these claims, let us fix an arbitrary resource i, unit k, path νk+ . This also fixes the set

σ(νk+) of arrivals that k could be matched to in RBA. Since we have fixed i, for simplicity we use

the abbreviations,

ε := εi, L :=Li(εi), F := Fi

We assume that the density fi is continuous and consequently, let δ0 and δL be such that,

F (δ0) = ε and F (δL) =Lε,

where note that, Lε ≤ 1 by definition of L. Now, we claim that for a Xk(νk+ , ε, t) covering, the

following set of arrivals is a superset of s(νk+),

S(νk+) = {t | a(t)∈ [a(σj), a(σj) + δ0) for some σj ∈σ(νk+)}.

Lemma F8. s(νk+)⊆S(νk+).
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Proof. Consider an arrival t /∈ S(νk+). The closest arrival preceding t in σ(νk+), is at least δ0

time before a(t). Using the IFR property, we have that the probability that k switches from being

in-use to free between a(σj) and a(σj) + δ0 is at least F (δ0) = ε. �

Given this, in order to show (15), we now aim to to show the following lemma and then apply the

monotonicity Lemma 5.

Lemma F9. Given an IFR distribution F and two sets or arrivals S(νk+) and σ(νk+), with the

property that for any arrival t in S(νk+), there exists an arrival in σ(νk+) that precedes t by at

most δ0 time. We have,

r
(
F,S(νk+)

)
≤

(
1 +O

(
F (δL) log

( 1

F (δL)

)))
r
(
F,σ(νk+)

)
.

Proof. We will show this in two main steps. First, we show for a certain modified distribution

Fm (Fm
i to be precise),

r
(
F,S(νk+)

)
≤ (1 + 2F (δL))r

(
Fm,σ(νk+)

)
. (26)

In the second step, we will relate r(Fm,A) to r(F,A) for any set A. The modified distribution Fm

needs to satisfy a property that we describe next. The exact definition of the distribution will be

introduced later in the proof.

Proposition 2. Given a c.d.f. F , we require a modified distribution Fm such that, there exists a

coupling that generates samples distributed according to Fm by using i.i.d. samples from F , with

the property that for every sample of F that has value d≥ δL, the coupled sample of Fm has value

at most d− δ0.

Suppose a distribution Fm that satisfies the above property exists and let π : [δL,+∞)→R+ be

the mapping induced by the coupling, from samples of F to those of Fm. Then, to show (26), we

use the following coupling between (F,S(νk+)) and (Fm,σ(νk+)) random processes. For the rest of

the proof, let us refer to these as processes as R and Rm resp..

Consider a long list of i.i.d. samples from distribution F . Starting with a pointer P at the first

sample in the list, every time we have a transition to in-use in process R, we draw the sample P

is pointing to and move P to the next sample on the list. Thus, pointer P draws from the list in

order without skipping over samples. To couple the two processes, we introduce another pointer

on the list, Pm, for process Rm. Let us call any sample with value at least δL, a large sample.

Other samples are called small samples. Pointer Pm starts at the first large sample in the list.

Each time Rm needs a new sample, we draw the sample pointed to by Pm and pass it through the

function π(·). The output is then passed to process Rm and Pm moves down the list to the next

large sample. If P and Pm point to the sample sample and P moves down the list, Pm also moves
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down the list to the next large sample. At every arrival, we first provide a sample, if required,

to Rm and update Pm before moving to R. Thus, pointer Pm never lags behind P . Compared to

the coupling used for Lemma 18, there are two important differences. First, here we do rejection

sampling by ignoring small values, as Pm always skips to the next large sample. Second, we pass

the value pointed to by Pm through the function π(·) before giving the sample to Rm.

We claim that Pm never skips a large sample in the list. We shall prove this by contradiction.

Consider the first large sample in the list which is skipped by Pm, let its position in the list be q.

Clearly, q is a sample that is used by R otherwise Pm would never skip it. Further, q cannot be

the first large sample in the list, as the earliest arrival in σ(νk+) is also the first arrival in S(νk+).

Therefore, Rm uses the first large sample at least as early as R does. More generally, given that

Pm never lags P , we have that all large samples preceding q were first used in Rm. Consider the

arrival σj ∈ σ(νk+), where Rm uses the large sample immediately preceding q in the list. Due to

the fact that function π(·) reduces the sample value passed to Rm by at least δ0, we claim that Rm

needs the next large sample , i.e., q, before R does. To see the claim, let sj be the arrival in S(νk+)

where R uses the large sample immediately preceding q. Observe that σj occurs at least as early as

sj due to Pm leading P and by the assumption on q being the first sample skipped by Pm. Now,

due to the decrease in sample value resulting from applying π, we have that in Rm, k returns to

free state after becoming matched to σj, at least δ0 time before k returns to free state after getting

matched to sj in R. Letting tσ and ts denote these return times resp., we have, tσ ≤ ts−δ0. Suppose

that the first arrival in S(νk+) after time ts occurs at time τs and the first arrival in σ(νk+) after

time tσ occurs at time τσ. To establish the claim that Rm uses sample pointed by q before R does,

it suffices to argue that τσ ≤ τs. From the definition of set S(νk+), we have that either τs ∈σ(νk+)

(in which case, we are done) or τs is preceded by an arrival in σ(νk+) that occurs in the interval

[τs − δ0, τs). Therefore, tσ ≤ ts − δ0 ≤ τs − δ0, and we have that τσ ≤ τs. So Rm requires sample q

before R, which contradicts that q is the first large sample skipped by Pm. Hence, Pm does not

skip any large samples. Since Pm never lags P , we also have that the total number of large samples

passed to R is upper bounded by the number of samples passed to Rm. Let rlg(F,S(νk+)) denote

the expected number of large sample transitions from available to in-use in process R. So far we

have shown that,

rlg(F,S(νk+))≤ r(Fm,σ(νk+)).

Next, we claim that,

r(F,S(νk+))≤ (1 + 2F (δL)))rlg(F,S(νk+)).

Consider an arbitrary transition from available to in use in R. The probability that duration

of this transition is large is 1 − F (δL). Thus, the expected contribution from this transition to
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rlg(F,S(νk+)) is 1−F (δL). Summing over all transitions, we have the desired. This completes the

proof of (26). To finish the main proof it remains to define a modified distribution Fm such that

Proposition 2 holds and compare the expected rewards of random processes (Fm,σ(νk+)) with

(F,σ(νk+)). This is the focus of the next lemma. �

Lemma F10. Given IFR distribution F and value ε ∈ (0,1] such that εL(ε)≤ 1/2, there exists a

modified distribution Fm that satisfies Proposition 2, such that for any given set of arrivals A,

r(Fm,A)≤

(
1 +O

(
F (δL) log

( 1

F (δL)

)))
r(F,A). (27)

Proof. Let us start with the case of exponential distribution as a warm up. We claim that in

fact, choosing Fm = F suffices in this case. Inequality (27) follows directly for this choice and it

remains show that Proposition 2 is satisfied , i.e., prove the existence of a coupling/mapping π.

Consider the following modified density function,

fm(x) =
f(x+ δ0)

1−F (δ0)
.

fm = f owing to the memoryless property of exponentials. Now, consider the straightforward

coupling that samples from F and rejects all samples until the first large sample is obtained, which

is reduced by δ0 before it is output. Observe that this process generates samples with distribution

Fm, and satisfies Proposition 2.

For other IFR distributions, it is not clear if r(Fm,σ(νk+)) and r(F,σ(νk+)) are comparable

given the current definition of Fm. So we introduce a new modified distribution. Define δ1 so that,

F (δ1) = 1−Lε.

Since we started with εL≤ 1/2 for this lemma, we have that δL ≤ δ1. Now, the new distribution is,

fm(x) =

{ 1
1−Lεf(x) x∈ [0, δ1]

0 x> δ1

So fm is a truncated version of f . First, we show that Proposition 2 holds by defining a mapping π

such that, for every t≥ δL we have F (t)−F (π(t)) =Lε. By definition of L and ε, this would imply

t−π(t)≥ δ0.

Consider values x ∈ [0,Lε) and non-negative j ∈ Z. Let t(x, j) = F−1(x + (j + 1)Lε). Varying

x and j we have that t(x, j) takes all possible values in the range [δL,+∞). Defining, π(t(x)) =

F−1(x+jLε), we have that F (t)−F (π(t)) =Lε for every t≥ δL, as desired. Finally, the distribution

generated by sampling i.i.d. values from F and applying mapping π to all large samples (while

ignoring all small samples), corresponds to the distribution Fm as defined. To show (27), consider
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the random variable defined as the minimum number of values drawn i.i.d. with density fm, such

that the sum of the values is at least as large as a single random value that is drawn independently

with density f . Let n̂ denote the expected value of this random variable. Observe that in order to

show the main claim it suffices to show that n̂≤ (1 +γ), where γ =O(Lε log(1/Lε)). To show this,

let µ,µm denote the mean of f and fm respectively. Recall that fm is a truncated version of f . By

definition of fm and the IFR property of f , we have that,

µ≤ (1−Lε) ·µm +Lε(δ1 +µ). (28)

For the time being, we claim µ is lower bounded as follows,

µ≥O(1) · δ1

log(1/Lε)
. (29)

We proceed with the proof assuming (29) holds and prove this claim later. Substituting this inequal-

ity in (28) and using the fact that x log(1/x)< 1 for x∈ (0,1], we get,

µm ≥O(1) · δ1

log(1/Lε)
. (30)

Now, to upper bound n̂ consider the following coupling: Given a random sample t from f , for

t≤ δ1 we consider an equivalent sample drawn from fm. For durations t > δ1, we draw independent

samples from fm until the sum of these samples is at least t. Thus, w.p. (1−Lε), we draw exactly

one sample from fm and it suffices to show that in the remaining case that occurs w.p. Lε, we draw

in expectation O(log(1/Lε)) samples from fm. Now, given sample t≥ δ1, note that from (30), the

expected number of samples drawn from fm before their sum exceeds δ1 is, O(log(1/Lε)). Second,

using the IFR property of f , we have that the expected number of samples of fm such that the

sum of the sample values is at least t− δ1, is upper bounded by n̂. Overall, we have the recursive

inequality,

n̂≤ (1−Lε) +Lε
(
O(log(1/Lε)) + n̂

)
.

The desired upper bound on n̂ now follows.

It only remains to show (29). Let x1 be such that 1 − F (x1) = 1/2. Then, let x2 be such

that 1 − F (x1 + x2) = 1/4. More generally, let {x1, · · · , xs} be the set of values such that 1 −
F (
∑s

j=1 xj) = 1/2s. We let s be the smallest integer greater that equal to log(1/Lε). Now, the mean

µ≥
∑s

j=1 xj/2
j. Therefore, µ/δ1 is lower bounded by

∑s
j=1 xj/2

j∑s
j=1 xj

. While in general this ratio can be

quite low, due to the IFR property we have xj ≥ xj+1 for every j ≥ 1. Consequently, the minimum

value of this ratio is O(1)

s
= O(1)

log(1/Lε)
, and occurs when all values xj are equal (which incidentally,

implies memoryless property). �

Convergence rate: We have κ = O

(
F (δL) log

(
1

F (δL)

))
= O

(
Lε log(1/Lε)

)
. Thus, over all rate

of convergence for resource i is, O

(
1
εici

+Li(εi)εi log
(

1
Li(εi)εi

))
. Suppose Li(εi)εi =O(εηi ) for some

η > 0, then the optimal rate is, Õ
(
c
− η

1+η

i

)
, where the Õ hides a log ci factor.
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F.3.3. IFR with Arbitrary Mass at +∞. In the previous section we, showed that for bounded

IFR distributions RBA is asymptotically (1− 1/e) competitive. In certain practical scenarios, it

may be reasonable to expect that with some probability resource units under use may never return

back to the system. We model this by allowing an arbitrary mass at infinity. Specifically, for resource

i, let pi denote the probability that a usage duration takes value drawn from distribution with

c.d.f. Fi and with the remaining probability 1−pi, the duration takes value +∞. In this section, we

show that RBA is still asymptotically (1− 1/e) competitive for such a mixture of non-increasing

IFR usage distributions with arbitrary mass at infinity.

Fix, i, k, νk+ and define L,ε, δ0 and δL as before. Given set σ(νk+), consider the random process

(F,σ(νk+)) and let 1(t,finite) indicate the event that k has not hit a +∞ duration at arrival t.

For a chosen value γ ∈ (0,1] (finalized later to optimize convergence rate), let σlf be the last arrival

in σ(νk+) where,

E[1(σlf ,finite)]≥ γ.

If no such arrival exists, let σlf = T . This implies,

E[1(σj,finite)]≥ γ for every σj <σlf in σ(νk+), (31)

and E[1(σj,finite)]<γ for every t > σlf . (32)

Using this define the set of arrivals,

S(νk+) = {t | t > σlf or ∃σj ∈σ(νk+) s.t. a(t)∈ [a(σj), a(σj) + δ0)}.

Lemma F11. For a Xk(νk+ , γε, t) covering, we have that the set of covered arrivals satisfies the

following relation, s(νk+)⊆S(νk+).

Proof. Consider an arrival t /∈ S(νk+). Clearly, t < σlf and the closest arrival preceding t in

σ(νk+), call it σt, is at least δ0 time before a(t). From (31), we have that k has not hit a duration of

∞ by the time σt arrives, w.p. at least γ. Conditioned on this, we have from the IFR property that

k switches from being in-use to free between a(σj) and a(σj)+ δ0 w.p. at least F (δ0) = ε. Together,

this implies that the probability that k is free at t is at least γε. �

Lemma F12. r
(
F,S(νk+)

)
≤
(

1 +O
(
Lε log(1/Lε)

))
(1 + 2γ) r

(
F,σ(νk+)

)
.

Proof. The proof requires a combination of the two analyses so far. Consider the truncated set

Ŝ(νk+) =S(νk+)\{t | t > σlf }. First, we have that,

r
(
F,S(νk+)

)
< r
(
F, Ŝ(νk+)

)
+ γr

(
F,S(νk+)

)
,

r
(
F,S(νk+)

)
≤ (1 + 2γ)r

(
F, Ŝ(νk+)

)
,
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where we used the fact that γ ≤ 1. It suffices to therefore show that,

r
(
F, Ŝ(νk+)

)
≤
(

1 +O
(
Lε log(1/Lε)

))
r
(
F,σ(νk+)

)
.

Let us condition on the first l transition in each process being finite and the l + 1-th transition

being ∞. Then, the resulting expected number of transitions can be compared in the same way

as the case of IFR distributions given in Lemma F9, since we now draw independently from an

IFR distribution for the first l durations (having conditioned on these durations being finite). This

holds for arbitrary l. Taking expectation over l then gives the desired. �

Convergence rate: We have κ = O
(
γ + Lε log(1/Lε)

)
. Moreover, the probability lower bound

at uncovered arrivals is actually γε, instead of ε. Thus, over all convergence rate for resource

i is, O

(
1

εiγici
+ γi + Li(εi)εi log

(
1

Li(εi)εi

))
. Suppose Li(εi)εi = O(εηi ), then the optimal rate is,

Õ
(
c
− η

1+2η

i

)
.

F.4. Refined Bound for {di,+∞}

The main bottleneck in getting a stronger convergence factor is the need to ensure large enough

probability lower bound εi, for uncovered arrivals. In particular, we chose the parameter l0 to

ensure that pl0−1
i ≥ 1/

√
ci, and consequently bound the error term 1

p
l0−1
i ci

arising out of Lemma F5.

Choosing a larger l0 would worsen the convergence rate since term designates the contribution from

uncovered arrivals in OPT to (12). The separation of contributions from uncovered and covered

arrivals makes the analysis tractable in general. It can also be, at least for {di,+∞} distributions,

pessimistic from the point of view of convergence to the guarantee. As an extreme but illustrative

example, consider a sample path in OPT where a unit kO of i is matched only to arrivals t that

occur late and are all uncovered given some unit k and path νk+ in RBA. Specifically, at each of

the arrivals kO is matched to, let the probability of k in RBA being available (conditioned on νk+),

equal pl0−1
i . In this case, the contributions to (12) from uncovered arrivals is significant and that

part of the analysis is tight, but there is no contribution from covered arrivals in OPT. Thus, the

θi term could be used to neutralize some of the negative terms arising out of the uncovered arrivals

and this would in turn allow us to set a larger value of l0. This observation is the key idea behind

improving the analysis.

Lemma F13. For every i, (2) is satisfied with αi = (1− 1/e)−O
(

log ci
ci

)
.

Proof. We start by fixing also an arbitrary unit kO in OPT and show the following inequality,

(1 + 2/ci)

rici
θi +Eω

[ ∑
t|O(t)=(i,kO)

(
(1− 1/e)−

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(t)

])]
≥
[
1− 1/e−O

( log ci
ci

)]
Eω
[∣∣{t |O(t) = (i, kO)}

∣∣]. (33)
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The proof then follows by linearity of expectation.

To show (33), we start by conditioning on all randomness in OPT arising out of usage durations

of resources and units other than unit kO of i, as well as any intrinsic randomness in OPT. Let

this partial sample path be denoted as ω−kO . This fixes the set of arrivals that kO is matched to if

durations of kO are all finite. Let this set be Γ(ω−kO) = {t1(ω−kO), t2(ω−kO), · · · , tlf (ω−kO )(ω−kO)}.
Since usage durations of kO are sampled independently, we have that,

Eω
[∣∣{t |O(t) = (i, kO)}

∣∣]=Eω−kO

[∑
l≥1

pl−1
i 1

(
l≤ lf (ω−kO)

)]
Now, define l0 as the largest integer such that pl0−1

i ≥ log ci
ci

. On every path ω−kO , it suffices to focus

on at most l0− 1 finite durations for kO as,

l0∑
l≥1

pl−1
i 1

(
l≤ lf (ω−kO)

)
≥
(

1− log ci
ci

)∑
l≥1

pl−1
i 1

(
l≤ lf (ω−kO)

)
.

Thus, in order to prove (33) it suffices to show that,

(1 + 2/ci)

rici
θi +Eω−kO

[ l0∑
l≥1

pl−1
i 1

(
l≤ lf (ω−kO)

)(
(1− 1/e)−

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(tl(ω−kO))

])]
≥
[
1− 1/e−O

( log ci
ci

)]
Eω−kO

[ l0∑
l≥1

pl−1
i 1

(
l≤ lf (ω−kO)

)]
.

In fact, it suffices to show more strongly that for every ordered collection Γ = {t1, · · · , tlf } of arrivals

such that any two consecutive arrivals in the set are at least di time apart and lf ≤ l0, we have,

lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(tl)

])
− (1 + 2/ci)

rici
θi

=O
( log ci

ci

) lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i =O

( log ci
ci

)1− plfi
1− pi

. (34)

Now, fix unit k, sample path νk+ , and consequently, the set σ(νk+). We classify arrivals tl ∈ Γ into

covered and uncovered in a new way, given by a function Yk. Using Lemma F6, we let any two

arrivals in σ(νk+) be at least di time apart. Then,

tl is covered and Yk(νk+ , tl) = 1 iff there are l or more arrivals preceding tl in σ(νk+).

Using this definition and the decomposition we performed in Lemma 17, we have,

lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Pν
[
k > zi(tl)

])
≤

lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Yk(νk+ , tl)

])
+ (35)

lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
(1−Yk(νk+ , tl))Pνk [k > zi(tl) | νk+ ]

])
.
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Now, for any unit k in RBA, in (35) we may interpret probabilities pl−1
i as the probability that

at least l durations of k are finite. Then, by definition of the coupling we have that for every path

νk+ ,
lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i Yk(νk+ , tl)≤ r(Fi,σ(νk+)).

Using the same algebra as the corollary statements in Lemma 18 and Proposition 2 then gives us

that,
lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
Yk(νk+ , tl)

])
≤ (1 + 2/ci)

rici
θi.

So in order to prove (34), it remains to show that,

lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i

( ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
(1−Yk(νk+ , tl))Pνk [k > zi(tl) | νk+ ]

])
=O

( log ci
ci

)1− plfi
1− pi

.

To establish this, again fix a unit k and path νk+ and note that if some arrival tl is uncovered, we

have at most l− 1 arrivals in σ(νk+) preceding tl. Therefore, at any uncovered arrival tl,

Pνk [1(k, tl) = 1 | νk+ ]≥ pl−1
i .

Then, applying Lemma F5 with εi = pl−1
i , we have that for any pi < 1,

ci∑
k=1

∆g(k)Eν
k+

[
(1−Yk(νk+ , tl)) ·Pνk [k > zi(tl) | νk+ ]

]
≤ 2

pl−1
i ci

,

and in case pi = 1, the RHS equals 0 (which gives us the desired). For pi < 1, observe that,

lf∑
l≥1

pl−1
i · 2

pl−1
i ci

=
2lf
ci

and lf ≤O(log ci)
1− plfi
1− pi

∀lf ≤ l0,

which completes the proof. �

F.5. Counterexample for Assortments

Consider three arrivals t1, t2, t3 that come in that order and two resources {1,2} with unit reward

and unit capacity (example can be generalized to arbitrary capacity). Let resource 2 be non-

reusable. Each arrival has a multinomial logit (MNL) choice model, i.e., probability φ(S, i) =

vi
v0+

∑
j∈S vj

for i ∈ {1,2} and any set S containing i. MNL parameters for arrivals t1 and t2 are as

follows: v1 = 100, v2 = 1 and v0 = 0.01. Arrival t3 has v3
1 = 1, v3

2 = 100 and v3
0 = 0.01. Now, consider

the actions of RBA on this instance. Observe that RBA offers set {1,2} to arrival t1 and with

probability close to 1, resource 1 is chosen by this arrival. Suppose that the probability of resource

1 returning before arrival t2 is p∈ (0,1) and resource 1 returns before arrival t3 w.p. 1. Then with

probability p we offer arrival t2 the set {1,2} and resource 1 is chosen again w.h.p.. Subsequently,
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arrival t3 will choose resource 2 w.h.p., even if resource 1 returns and is available. In other words,

resource 2 is the most preferred available resource for arrival t3 in this case.

On the other hand, consider the scenario where resource 1 does not return before arrival t2.

Arrival t2 takes resource 2 w.h.p.. Given that resource 2 is non-reusable, arrival t3 accepts resource

1 w.h.p.. Therefore, whether arrival t3 accepts resource 1 depends not just on whether resource 1 is

available at arrival t3, but also on the past usage duration of resource 1 itself. If resource 1 returns

before arrival t2 then arrival t3 does not accept resource 1, otherwise arrival t3 accepts resource

1 w.h.p.. Note that on both sample paths, resource 1 is available at arrival t3. This violates key

properties that enable the analysis of RBA for matching (see Corollary 15).

Appendix G: Faster Implementations of G-ALG

Executing G-ALG has two main bottlenecks. First, we need to update values Y (ki) by taking into

account past partial matches of unit ki. Second, we may fractionally match every arrival t to many

units and in the worst case, to all
∑

i∈I ci units. The first issue is somewhat less limiting, as one

can in practice continue to update the states during the time between any two arrivals and update

states of different units in parallel. The second issue is more important and has a direct impact on

the time taken to decide the match for every arrival.

G.1. From Linear to log Dependence on Capacity

The first approach to improve the runtime of G-ALG is based on the observation that we only need

to find an estimate of the index of the highest available unit. In particular, we can geometrically

quantize the priority index of units for every resource. The rank of each unit of resource i now

takes a value b(1 + ε)jc for some j ∈ {0,1, · · · , blog1+ε cic}, where parameter ε > 0 is a design choice

that trades off the runtime with performance guarantee. Larger ε translates to smaller runtime and

larger reduction in guarantee.

Since many units of a resource may now have the same index, for the sake of computation we

treat all units with the same index as a single ‘unit’. The improvement in runtime is immediate.

In each iteration of the while loop (except the last) we decrease the index of the highest available

’unit’ of at least one resource. So for ε > 0, there are at most O( 1
ε

∑
i∈I log ci) iterations to match

each arrival. To understand the impact on the performance guarantee, notice that the reduced

prices, ri
(
1− g( zi(t)

ci
)
)
, computed for fractionally matching each arrival are off by a factor of at

most (1± ε) for every resource. To address this in the analysis, we modify the candidate solution

for the certificate as follows,

λt =
1

1− ε
∑
i∈I

ri
∑
k∈[ci]

y(ki, t)

(
1− g

( k
ci

))
.

The value of β in condition (1) is now larger by a factor of (1− ε)−1. The rest of Lemma 4 follows

as is, resulting in an asymptotic guarantee of (1− ε)(1− 1/e).
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G.2. Capacity Independent Implementation

The second approach rests on the observation that if we could ensure that at each arrival, every

unit either has at least a small ε > 0 fraction available or is completely unavailable, then the number

of units any arrival is partially matched to is at most 1
ε
. We implement this idea in G-ALG by

treating each unit as unavailable unless at least ε fraction of it is available. Here ε is a design choice;

smaller the value, closer the competitive ratio guarantee to (1− 1/e) and larger the runtime. In

particular, the time to match t now reduces to O
( |I|
ε

)
, which is within a 1

ε
factor of the time taken

by much simpler Balance and RBA algorithms.

The deterioration in competitive ratio guarantee is more challenging to unravel. Fix a resource

i and unit k, and recall the ordered set of arrivals s(k) from the analysis of Lemma 4. Roughly

speaking, this is the set of arrivals where where unit k is unavailable in G-ALG. Observe that

as a consequence of treating available fraction less than ε as unavailable, the set s(k) is now

larger. To see the implication of this, define the (Fi,T ,p(k)) process to capture actions of G-ALG,

in the same way as Lemma 4. A key step in Lemma 4 involves showing that the expectation

r(Fi,T ,p(k) ∪ 1s(k)), is the same as r(Fi,T ,p(k)). However, as the set s(k) is now larger, this

equality does not hold. Therefore, for a suitably defined non-negative valued function κ, we aim to

show the weaker statement,

r
(
Fi,T ,p(k)∪1s(k)

)
≤
(
1 +κ(ε)

)
r
(
Fi,T ,p(k)

)
, (36)

If true, this would establish (1− 1/e)
(
1 + κ(ε)

)−1
competitiveness (asymptotically) for G-ALG.

Ideally, would like to show inequality (36) with a function κ that takes values as small as possible

for every ε. Recall that for ε= 0, we showed in Lemma 4 that inequality (36) holds with κ(ε) = 0.

However, for non-zero but small ε, it is not clear if inequality (36) holds with a small value κ(ε) in

general.

Interestingly, this inequality has a remarkably strong connection to Proposition 1 in the analysis

of RBA. In some sense, it is equivalent to Proposition 1. More concretely, one can show the

inequality (36) for the families of usage distributions where we establish validity of Proposition 1 in

this paper. For instance, when distribution Fi is exponential, inequality (36) holds with the linear

function κ(ε) = 2ε, leading to a O(n/ε) algorithm with asymptotic guarantee (1 + ε)−1(1− 1/e).

More generally, we have k(ε) = εη and a (1+εη)−1(1−1/e) guarantee for bounded IFR distributions,

where η is as defined in case of RBA (Appendix F.1) Note that while the guarantees for RBA hold

only for online matching, the guarantee for this modified version of G-ALG holds for budgeted

allocation as well as assortment.
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Appendix H: Miscellaneous

H.1. Impossibility for Stronger Benchmark

For online matching with reusable resources consider the offline benchmark that in addition to

the arrival sequence also knows the realizations of all usage durations in advance. The following

example illustrates that no non-trivial competitive ratio result is possible against this benchmark.

Consider a setting with n resources. Resources have identical reward and usage distribution.

Consider a two point distribution uniformly supported on {0,∞}. Suppose we see n2 arrivals, each

with an edge to all n resources. The expected reward of any online algorithm is at most 2n, whereas

an offline algorithm that knows the realizations of all durations in advance can w.h.p. match all n2

arrivals as n→∞.

H.2. Clairvoyant is Deterministic

Lemma H14. There exists a deterministic algorithm that is optimal among the class of all offline

algorithms that know the entire arrival sequence but match (or decide assortments) in order of

arrival and do not know realizations of stochastic elements (usage durations and customer choice)

in advance.

Proof. Given an arrival sequence the optimal algorithm is given by a dynamic program with the

state space given by the number of arrivals remaining and the availability status of the resources,

i.e., for each unit, whether it is currently available or in-use and how long it has been in-use for.

The decision space of clairvoyant is simply the assortment decision for the current arrival in the

sequence. Let V (t,St) denote the optimal value-to-go at arrival t given that the state of resources is

St. We use 1(i,St) to indicate if a unit of i is available in state St and recall that Ft denotes the set

of feasible assortments at t. Let R (A, t+ 1 | St) denote a possible state of the resources at arrival

t+ 1, given state St and assortment A at arrival t. Let p (R (A, t+ 1 | St)) denote the conditional

probability of occurrence for this state and let Ω(A, t+ 1 | St) denote the set of all possible states

R (A, t+ 1 | St). Clearly,

V (t,St) = max
A∈Ft|1(i,St)=1,∀i∈A

Rt(A) +
∑

R(A,t+1|St)∈Ω(A,t+1|St)

p (R (A, t+ 1 | St)) V (t+ 1,R(A, t+ 1 | St))

 ,

where Rt(A) =
∑

i∈A riφt(A, i). At the last arrival T , the future value to go (second term in

the above sum) is zero and for any given state ST of resources at T , the optimal decision at

T is simply the (deterministic) solution to a constrained assortment optimization problem. Per-

forming a backward induction using the above equation, we have for any given set of values

V (t+ 1,R(A, t+ 1 | St)), the optimal assortment decision at arrival t is deterministic. �
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H.3. Clairvoyant Matches Fractional LP for Large Capacities

Consider the following natural LP upper bound for online matching with reusable resources Dick-

erson et al. (2018), Baek and Ma (2019), Feng et al. (2019),

OPT (LP ) = max
∑

(i,t)∈E

riyit

s.t.
τ∑
t=1

[1−Fi(a(τ)− a(t))]yit ≤ ci ∀τ ∈ {1, . . . , T},∀i∈ I∑
i∈I

yit ≤ 1 ∀t∈ T

0≤ yit ≤ 1 ∀t∈ T, i∈ I (37)

Clearly, OPT≤OPT(LP ) and the allocations generated by any algorithm (offline or online) can

be converted into a feasible solution for the LP, regardless of ci. Perhaps surprisingly, we show

that for large ci, the solution to this LP can be turned into a randomized clairvoyant algorithm

(that does not know the realizations of usage in advance) with nearly the same expected reward,

implying that the LP gives a tight asymptotic bound and moreover, all asymptotic competitive

ratios shown against the clairvoyant also hold against the LP.

Theorem H15. Let cmin = mini∈I ci. Then,

OPT(LP )
(

1−O
(√ log cmin

cmin

))
≤OPT≤OPT(LP ).

Hence, for cmin→+∞, OPT→OPT(LP ).

Proof. We focus on the lower bound and more strongly show that every feasible solution of the

LP can be turned into an offline algorithm with nearly the same objective value. Let {yit}(i,t)∈E be

a feasible solution for the LP. Consider the offline algorithm that uses the LP solution as follows,

When t arrives, sample a resource i to offer, according to the distribution {yit/(1 + 2δ)}i∈I ,

where δ =
√

log cmin
cmin

. Note that if the sampled resource is unavailable, the algorithm leaves t

unmatched. Also w.p., 1−
∑

i∈I yit, the algorithm rejects t. Since the LP does not use usage dura-

tions, the offline algorithm doesn’t either. The critical element to be argued is that the expected

reward of this algorithm is roughly the same as the objective value for the feasible solution. This

holds due to concentration bounds and the argument closely mimics the proof of Lemma 8. Finally,

since this offline algorithm makes matching decisions in order of the arrival sequence and does

not know realizations of usage durations in advance, its performance gives a lower bound on the

performance of clairvoyant, i.e., OPT. �

Remark: This result generalizes naturally to the settings of online assortment and budgeted allo-

cations. In case of assortments we use the Probability Matching algorithm from Appendix E to use

the concentration bounds.
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H.4. Sufficiency of Static Rewards

Lemma H16. Given an algorithm (online or clairvoyant) for allocation that does not know the

realizations of usage durations, the total expected reward of the algorithm is the same if we replace

dynamic usage duration dependent rewards functions ri(·) with their static (finite) expectations

ri =Edi∼Fi [ri(di)], for every resource.

Proof. Consider arbitrary algorithm A as described in the lemma statement. Let B denote

an algorithm that mimics the decisions of A but receives static rewards ri, ∀i ∈ I instead. Now,

suppose A successfully allocates resource i to arrival t on some sample path ω(t) observed thus far.

Then, conditioned on observing ω(t), the expected reward from this allocation is exactly ri. More

generally, using the linearity of expectation it follows that the total expected reward of B is the

same as that of A.

Note that for algorithms that also know the realization of usage durations in advance, the decision

of allocation can depend on usage durations and conditioned on observed sample path ω(t), the

expected reward from successful allocation of i to t need not be ri. �

H.5. Upper Bound for Deterministic Arrival Dependent Usage

Lemma H17. Suppose the usage duration is allowed to depend on the arrivals such that a resource

i matched to arrival t is used for deterministic duration dit (revealed when t arrives). Then there

is no online algorithm with a constant competitive ratio bound when comparing against offline

algorithms that know all arrivals and durations in advance.

Proof. Using Yao’s minimax, it suffices to show the bound for deterministic online algorithms

over a distribution of arrival sequences. For simplicity, suppose we have a single unit of a single

resource and a family of arrival sequences A(j) for j ∈ [n] (the example can be naturally extended

to the setting of large capacity). The arrivals in the sequences will be nested so that all arrivals in

A(j) also appear in A(j+1). A(1) consists of a single arrival with usage duration of 1. Suppose this

vertex arrives at time 0. A(2) additionally consists of two more arrivals, each with usage duration

of 1/2− ε, arriving at times ε and 1/2 respectively. More generally, sequence A(j) is best described

using a balanced binary tree where every node represents an arrival and the depth of the node

determines the usage duration. Each child node has less than half the usage duration (d/2− ε) of

its parent (d). If the parent arrives at time t, one child arrives at time t+ ε and the other at t+d/2.

The depth of the tree for sequence A(j) is j (where depth 1 means a single node). Note that the

maximum number of arrivals that can be matched in A(j) is 2j−1.

Let Z =
∑n

j=1 2j. Now, consider a probability distribution over A(j), where probability pj of

sequence A(j) occurring is 2n−j+1

Z
. Clearly, an offline algorithm that knows the full sequence in

advance can match 2j−1 arrivals on sequence A(j) and thus, has revenue n2n/Z = n/2. It is not hard
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to see that the best deterministic algorithm can do no better (in expectation over the random arrival

sequences) than trying to match all arrivals with a certain time duration. Any such deterministic

algorithm has revenue at most Z/Z = 1. Therefore, we have a competitive ratio upper bound of

n/2. �


